THE CLOVELLY — No. 3000 — THREE-PIECE ENSEMBLE

Size 34 to 36

1 Pr. No. 1 Steel Needles—12"
1 No. 1 Circular Steel Needle—31"
1 No. 2 Steel Crochet Hook

Scale:—7 sts. to 1 inch

MINERVA BOUCLE YARN

Blouse 10 Balls
Jacket 17 "
Skirt 17 "

Total Balls 44

Instructions on page 23
THE WEYMOUTH — No. 3001 — THREE-PIECE ENSEMBLE

Size 34 to 36

1 Pr. M. M. No. 3 Needles—14”  1 No. 6 Steel Crochet Hook
1 Pr. M. M. No. 2½ Needles—14”  Scale:—8 sts. to 1 inch

MINERVA LUSTRE WOOL  MINERVA SAXONY THREE FOLD
Chestnut No. 9643  White No. 240

Blouse 1 Ball
Skirt 8 Balls
Jacket 4 “

Total Balls 13 10


Instructions on page 24
THE PAIGNTON—No. 3002—SCOTCH SPORTS YARN COAT

Size 34 to 38

1 Pr. M. M. No. 5 Needles—18"
1 Set (4) M. M. No. 5 Double Point Needles—7"
or
1 M. M. No. 5 Circular Needle—14"

Scale:—5 sts. to 1 inch

MINERVA SCOTCH SPORTS YARN
16 Balls

Instructions on page 26
THE BARGATE—No. 3003—THREE-PIECE BOUCLE SUIT

Size 34 to 36
1 Pr. No. 1 Steel Needles—12”
1 No. 1 Circular Steel Needle—31”
No. 2 Steel Crochet Hook
Scale:—7 sts. to 1 inch

MINERVA BOUCLE YARN
Grey No. 1304
Blouse 13 Balls
Skirt 16 “
Hat 3 “

Lipstick No. 1351
Blouse 3 Balls
Skirt 4 “
Hat 5 “

White No. 1300
Blouse 5 Balls

Total Balls
Jacket 33
Blouse 7
Skirt 5
Hat

Instructions on page 26
THE LYNTON—No. 3004—TWO-PIECE SUIT

Size 34 to 36

1 Pr. M. M. No. 3½ Needles—10"
1 No. 3 Circular Steel Needle—31"
1 No. 2 Steel Crochet Hook
Scale:—7 sts. to 1 inch

MINERVA LUSTRE CREPE HEATHERS
Blouse 8 Balls
Skirt 12 "
Total Balls 20

MINERVA BOUCLE
Belt—1 Ball

Instructions on page 28
THE CHESILTON — No. 3005 — CHECKERED ENSEMBLE

Size 16 to 18

1 Pr. M. M. No. 3½ Needles—14”
1 No. 3 Circular Steel Needle—31”
1 M. M. No. 3 Crochet Hook

Scale:—6 sts. to 1 inch
Work waistband and skirt yoke tightly—scale about 7 sts. to 1 inch

MINERVA SNOWFLAKE YARN
Powder Blue No. 864  White No. 870

Blouse 8 Balls 6 Balls
Skirt 9 “ 7 “

Total Balls 17 13

Instructions on page 28
THE STRATFORD—No. 3006—ONE-PIECE DRESS, HAT AND PURSE

Size 34 to 36

1 No. 3 Circular Steel Needle—31”
1 Pr. M. M. No. 3½ Needles—14”

Scale:—Dress 7 sts. to 1 inch

1 No. 2 Steel Crochet Hook
1 No. 0 Steel Crochet Hook

MINERVA SNOWFLAKE YARN
Jadestone No. 856

MINERVA BOUCLE YARN
Green 66 No. 1321

Dress
Hat
Purse
Total Balls

25 Balls
2 “
2 “
29

Instructions on page 29
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THE CARISBROOKE—No. 3007—TWO-PIECE SUIT

Size 16 to 18

1 Pr. No. 1 Steel Needles—12" 1 No. 2 Steel Crochet Hook
1 No. 1 Circular Steel Needle—31" Scale:—7 sts. to 1 inch

MINERVA BOUCLE YARN

Champagne No. 1305 Apricot No. 1356

Jacket and Belt 8 Balls 4 Balls
Skirt 16 " —

Total Balls 24 4

Instructions on page 30
THE PLYMOUTH—No. 3008—TWO-PIECE SUIT AND HAT

Size 34 to 36

1 Pr. M. M. No. 3 Needles—14”  1 Pr. M. M. No. 4 Needles—14”
1 No. 1 Steel Crochet Hook

MINERVA SNOWFLAKE YARN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Selected Color</th>
<th>White No. 870</th>
<th>Contrasting Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blouse</td>
<td>12 Balls</td>
<td>3 Balls</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skirt</td>
<td>12 “</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hat</td>
<td>2 “</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Instructions on page 31
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THE WARWICK — No. 3009 — TWO-PIECE SUIT, BLOUSE AND HAT

Size 16 to 18

Scale:—Suit—7 sts. to 1 inch
       Blouse—8 sts. to 1 inch

1 Pr. M. M. No. 3½ Needles—14"  
1 No. 3 Steel Circular Needle—31"
1 No. 2 Steel Crochet Hook

MINERVA

SHETLAND FLOSS
Jade No. 554

MINERVA

SAXONY 3 FOLD
White No. 240

MINERVA

BOUCLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>MINERVA SHETLAND FLOSS</th>
<th>MINERVA SAXONY 3 FOLD</th>
<th>MINERVA BOUCLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jacket</td>
<td>5 Balls</td>
<td>14 Balls</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skirt</td>
<td>10 &quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 Balls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blouse</td>
<td>1 &quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Balls</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Instructions on page 32
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THE STONEHENGE

No. 3010—"MINERVA TWEE STITCH" TWO-PIECE SUIT AND COAT

Size 16 to 18

1 No. 2 Steel Crochet Hook
1 Blunt End Tapestry or Darning Needle

Scale:—3 mesh to 1 inch

MINERVA LUSTRE WOOL

Reseda No. 433
Muffin-2 No. 9203

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>7 Balls</th>
<th>3 Balls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jacket</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skirt</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coat</td>
<td>12 &quot;</td>
<td>5 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Balls 26 11

Instructions on page 33
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THE SALISBURY — No. 3011 — OLYMPIC SPORTS SUIT

Size 34 to 36

1 Pr. M. M. No. 3½ Needles—14”  1 M. M. No. 2½ Crochet Hook
1 No. 3 Circular Steel Needle—31”  Scale:—6 sts. to 1 inch

MINERVA OLYMPIC YARN
Blue Tan No. 974

Jacket  12 Balls
Skirt  14 “
Total Balls  26

Instructions on page 34
THE DEVONSHIRE
No. 3012
CAPE COLLAR BLOUSE
Size 16 to 18
1 Pr. M. M. No. 3 Needles—10"
1 No. 3 Steel Crochet Hook
Scale:—1 1/4 inches to 1 pattern
MINERVA SAXONY
TWO FOLD
White No. 240
7 Balls
Instructions on page 35

THE WINDSOR
No. 3013
PRIMROSE BLOUSE
Size 16 to 18
1 No. 5 Steel Crochet Hook
Scale:—1 1/4 inches for 1 Pattern
MINERVA SAXONY
TWO FOLD
6 Balls
Instructions on page 36
THE PENARIOH
No. 3014
IRISH CROCHETED BLOUSE
Size 16 to 18
1 No. 7 Steel Crochet Hook
Scale:—1 square—2½ inches across
MINERVA SAXONY
TWO FOLD
7 Balls
Instructions on page 36

THE BRIXHAM
No. 3015
KNITTED AND CROCHETED BLOUSE
Size 34
1 Pr. M. M. No. 3 Needles—14”
1 No. 2 Steel Crochet Hook
Scale:—1 Crocheted Pattern to 1½ inches
MINERVA ICELAND WOOL
5 Balls
Instructions on page 37
THE LYNMOUTH
No. 3016
KNITTED BLOUSE AND HAT
Size 34 to 36
1 Pr. No. 1 Steel Needles (for Hat)
1 Pr. M. M. No. 2½ Needles—14”
1 No. 5 Steel Crochet Hook
Scale:—8 sts. to the inch
MINERVA SAXONY
TWO FOLD
Blouse—4 Balls
MINERVA BOUCLE
Hat—2 Balls
Instructions on page 38

THE DARTMOOR
No. 3017
DROP STITCH BLOUSE
Size 16 to 18
1 Pr. M. M. No. 2½ Needles—14”
1 Pr. M. M. No. 3½ Needles—14”
1 No. 2 Steel Crochet Hook
MINERVA LUSTRE CREPE
YARN
5 Balls
Instructions on page 39
**THE TORQUAY**

No. 3018

**MISSES BLOUSE**

Size 16

1 Pr. No. 1 Steel Needles—12"
1 No. 2 Steel Crochet Hook

Scale:—7 sts. to 1 inch

**MINERVA BOUCLE YARN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Navy</td>
<td>No. 1345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivory</td>
<td>No. 1301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bright Orange</td>
<td>No. 1328</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10 Balls 3 Balls

*Instructions on page 40*

---

**THE DOONE**

No. 3019

**SPORT JACKET**

Size 34 to 36

1 Pr. M. M. No. 3 Needles—14"
1 Pr. M. M. No. 4 Needles—14"

Scale:—6 sts. to 1 inch

**MINERVA KNITTING WORSTED**

Colonial Blue No. 372

7 Balls

*Instructions on page 40*
THE BOURNEMOUTH—No. 3020—KIDDIES SUIT

Size 10 years

1 Pr. No. 1 Steel Needles—12”  1 No. 2 Steel Crochet Hook
1 No. 1 Steel Circular Needle—31”  Scale:—7 sts. to 1 inch

MINERVA BOUCLE YARN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lipstick</th>
<th>Ivory</th>
<th>Navy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sweater</td>
<td>9 Balls</td>
<td>No. 1301</td>
<td>No. 1345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skirt</td>
<td>8 “</td>
<td>1 Ball</td>
<td>1 Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Balls</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Instructions on page 41
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THE TUNBRIDGE—No. 3021—GIRLS TWO-PIECE SUIT AND HAT

Size 14 years

1 Pr. M. M. No. 3½ Needles—14”  1 No. 3 Circular Steel Needle—31”
1 M. M. No. 3 Crochet Hook
Scale:—7 sts. to 1 inch

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MINERVA SHETLAND FLOSS</th>
<th>Cardinal No. 566</th>
<th>Scarlet No. 545</th>
<th>Ivory No. 552</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sweater</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skirt</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hat</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Balls 15 2 2

Instructions on page 42
No. 3022—PIN WHEEL AFGHAN

Size 54” x 66”

1—M. M. No. 2½ Crochet Hook

MINERVA GERMANTOWN FOUR FOLD

Assorted Colors
28 Balls

Wood Brown No. 159
11 Balls

or

Montana No. 151
12 Balls

MINERVA KNITTING WORSTED

Assorted Colors
18 Balls

Wood Brown No. 356
7 Balls

Buff No. 316
8 Balls

Instructions on page 43
No. 3023—RAINBOW AFGHAN
Size 52" x 56"
1 M. M. No. 4 Crochet Hook
MINERVA GERMANTOWN FOUR FOLD—46 Balls
Instructions on page 43

No. 3024—HIT OR MISS AFGHAN
(This Afghan is made in the same manner as the Rainbow Afghan, working stripes of two or three rows of any colors using any four-fold yarn, working alternate rows of light and dark colors.) For large size Afghan about 60" x 90", it requires about 46 balls of Knitting Worsted, assorted colors, or 70 balls of Germantown, smaller sizes in proportion.
Instructions on page 44
No. 3025—Fan Pattern Collar—1 No. 5 Steel Crochet Hook
Minerva Boucle Yarn—White No. 1300—4 Balls

No. 3026—Crocheted Collar with Jabot—1 No. 2 Steel Crochet Hook
May be made from the following Minerva Yarns:
Minerva Lustre Crepe—2 Balls
Minerva Snowflake Yarn—2 Balls
Minerva Boucle Yarn—2 Balls
Minerva Vicuna—3 Balls

No. 3027—Knitted Lace Collar—1 Pr. M. M. No. 3 Needles—14”
Minerva Boucle Yarn—White No. 1300—2 Balls

No. 3028—Crocheted Lace Collar and Cuffs—1 No. 8 Steel Crochet Hook
Minerva Saxony 2-Fold—2 Balls

No. 3029—Crocheted Lace Bib—1 No. 2 Steel Crochet Hook
Minerva Boucle Yarn—White No. 1300—3 Balls

Instructions on pages 44, 45, 46
No. 3030—Crocheted Collar and Cuffs—1 M. M. No. 3 Crochet Hook
Minerva Thistledown Yarn—White No. 490—3 Balls

No. 3031—Iceland Scarf—1 No. 6 Steel Crochet Hook
Minerva Iceland Wool—Ivory No. 697—1 Ball, and Spanish Tile No. 684—1 Ball

No. 3032—Ascot Scarf—1 Pr. M. M. No. 4 Needles—10"—1 No. 1 Steel Crochet Hook
Minerva Shetland Floss—Chocolate No. 551—2 Balls, Minerva Snowflake Yarn—Chestnut No. 876—3 Balls

No. 3033—Crocheted Collar—1 No. 2 Steel Crochet Hook
Minerva Boucle Yarn—White No. 1300—5 Balls

No. 3034—Tri-Color Iceland Collar—1 No. 1 Steel Crochet Hook
Minerva Iceland Wool—White No. 689—1 Ball, Tally-Ho Green No. 687—1 Ball, Nile No. 691—1 Ball

Instructions on pages 46, 47, 48
INSTRUCTIONS

No. 3000—THREE-PIECE ENSEMBLE

BLOUSE—Back—Cast on 104 sts., work in ribbing of K. 2 sts., P. 2 sts. for 2½ inches, increasing 1 st. every 9th st. on last row, wrong side of work, (115 sts. on needle), then start lace pattern. Lace Pattern—Row 1—K. 2, slip 1, K. 1, pass the slip-st. over the K. st., * K. 4, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 2, slip 1, K. 2 together, pass slip-st. over K. st. (Rib St.), repeat from * always ending row (last pattern) by working last 4 sts., slip 1, K. 1, pass slip-st. over K. st. K. 2. Row 2—Purl across row. Row 3—K. 2, slip 1, K. 1, pass slip-st. over the K. st., * K. 3, yarn over, K. 3, yarn over, K. 1, slip 1, K. 2 sts. together, pass slip-st. over K. st., repeat from * always ending row by working last 4 sts., slip 1, K. 1, pass slip-st. over K. st., K. 2. Row 4—Purl. Row 5—K. 2, slip 1, K. 1, pass st. over, * K. 2, yarn over, K. 5, slip 1, K. 2 together, pass st. over, repeat from * always ending row, last 4 sts., slip 1, K. 1, pass slip-st. over K. st., K. 2. On the 5th to the 10th row inclusive, there will be 9 stitches to each pattern group, but on Row 11 the original number of 10 stitches will be regained. Row 6—Purl. Row 7—K. 2, slip 1, K. 1, pass st. over, * K. 1, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 4, slip 1, K. 2 together, pass st. over, repeat from * always ending row by working last 4 sts., slip 1, K. 1, pass slip-st. over K. st., K. 2. Row 8—Purl. Row 9—K. 2, slip 1, K. 1, pass st. over, * yarn over, K. 3, yarn over, K. 3, slip 1, K. 2 together, pass slip-st. over, repeat from * always ending row by working last 4 sts., slip 1, K. 1, pass slip-st. over K. st., K. 2. Row 10—Purl. Row 11—K. 1, slip 1, K. 1, pass slip-st. over K. st., * yarn over, K. 2, yarn over, K. 2, slip 1, K. 1, pass slip-st. over K. st., repeat from * ending with yarn over, K. last 6 sts. Row 12—Purl. Repeat these 12 rows of pattern throughout blouse. Work 10 patterns (120 rows) then bind off 3 sts. each side for underarm, then decrease 1 st. each side every other row 10 times. (One should be thoroughly familiar with the lace pattern by this time and be able to bind off sts. and continue to keep pattern straight.) After work measures 16 lace patterns from border (192 rows) bind off 5 sts. at start of each row for slashing shoulders, 4 times each side, then 7 sts. each side, (27 sts. for each shoulder), then bind off remaining sts. for back of neck.

BLOUSE—Front—Cast on 112 sts., work ribbing of K. 2, P. 2 for 2½ inches, increasing every 8th st. on last row (wrong side of work), 13 times, (125 sts. on needle). Now work lace pattern same as back (12 patterns across row). At end of 10th pattern divide sts. Put first 62 sts. on stitch-holder, bind off center st. and on the remaining 62 sts. work right side of front to shoulder, binding off 5 sts. at underarm and decreasing 1 st. every other row 10 times, at the same time decrease 1 st. every 4th row at neck end until 27 sts. remain. When armhole measures same length as back bind off for slashing shoulder same as back. Sew shoulder seams.

SLEEVES—Cast on 84 sts., K. 2, P. 2, for 2 inches, increasing 1 st. each 7th st. on last row (wrong side) (95 sts.) then work lace pattern for 1 inch, then bind off 5 sts. each side, then decrease 1 st. each side every row until 5 sts. remain. Sew sleeves in place and sew underarm seams. Work 2 rows S. C. around neck.

JACKET—Back—Cast on 124 sts., work in Stockinette St. (K. 1 row, P. 1 row) for 14 inches, then bind off 6 sts. at each end and decrease 1 st. each end every other row 10 times, (92 sts. remaining), then work even until back measures 20 inches from start then bind off 7 sts. at beginning of each row 8 times, 28 sts. for each slanting shoulder, then bind off remaining sts. for back of neck.

Right Front—Cast on 68 sts. work even for 11 inches then decrease 1 st. at front edge every 8th row 6 times, then every 4th row 14 times (20 decreases), at the same time when underarm measures same as back bind off 8 sts. for underarm, then decrease 1 st. every other row 12 times. When armhole measures same as back bind off for slanting shoulder in same manner.

SLEEVES—Cast on 135 sts., work in lace pattern same as Blouse for 7 patterns (84 rows) decreasing 1 st. at each side every 8th row 10 times, then work in Stockinette St. decreasing every 8th row 4 more times, then work even until sleeve measures 15 inches from start, then bind off 8 sts. each side, then decrease 1 st. each side every other row until 21 sts. remain, bind off. Sew shoulder seams. Sew sleeves in place, sew underarm seams, then work 4 rows S. C. around Jacket and 3 rows around sleeves.

SKIRT—With circular skirt needle cast on 370 sts., join, being careful not to twist sts. On rows 3, 5, 7, and 9, start pattern directly after the first stitch beyond the last Rib Stitch of preceding pattern row. On Row 11 start pattern directly after the last Rib Stitch of Row 9. On Row 12 cast on over K. st. of last Rib, then repeat pattern from Row 1. Row 1—K. 4, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 2, slip 1, K. 2 together, pass the slip-st. over the 2 sts. knitted together, repeat from * around. Row 2—K. 1 row plain. Row 3—K. 3, yarn over, K. 3, yarn over, K. 1, slip 1, K. 2 together, pass slip-st. over the knitted st. repeat from * around. Row 4—K. 1 row plain. Row 5—K. 2, yarn
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over, K. 5, slip 1, K. 2 together, pass st. over, repeat from * around row. Row 6—K. 1 row plain. Row 7—* K. 1, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 4, slip 1, K. 2 together, pass st. over, repeat from * around. Row 8—K. 1 row plain. Row 9—* Yarn over, K. 3, yarn over, K. 3, slip 1, K. 2 together, pass slip-st. over, repeat from * around. Row 10—K. 1 row plain. Row 11—* Yarn over, K. 5, yarn over, K. 2, slip 1, K. 1, pass slip-st. over K. st., repeat from * around. Row 12—K. 1 row plain. Work 5½ patterns, 66 rows, then K. plain for 1 inch, then decrease by knitting every 16th and 17th st. together around row (349 sts.), then work 4 inches even, then decrease 1 st. by working every 14th and 15th st. together around row, (326 sts.), work 4 inches even, decrease every 14th st. (305 sts.), 4 inches even, decrease every 14th st. (284 sts.), work 4 inches even, decrease every 8th st. (253 sts.) work 3 inches even, then decrease every 7th st. (222 sts.), work 4 inches even or desired length, bind off. Work beading for elastic around top of skirt as follows: 1 D. C. every 3rd st., Ch. 2 between. Work 2 rows S. C. around bottom of skirt.

BELT—Ch. 34", work 8 rows S. C. on Ch. S. C. over Buckle.

**No. 3001—THREE-PIECE ENSEMBLE**

**BLOUSE—**Back—On No. 2½ needles using double thread of 3-fold Saxony, cast on 130 sts., work tightly in ribbing of K. 1 st., P. 1 st. for 22 rows. On the 23rd row K. every 6th and 7th st. together, work 24th row even, 112 sts. Change to No. 3 needles and single strand of yarn and work in Stockinette St. (K. 1 row, P. 1 row) increasing 1 st. each side every 6th row 12 times, (136 sts.), work even until underarm measures 8 inches from ribbing, bind off 6 sts. each side for underarm, then decrease 1 st. each side every other row 12 times, work 4 inches even, then join Chestnut, work 4 sts., with White work across to last 4 sts., then join another ball of Chestnut, work last 4 sts. Next row—P. 8 sts. Chestnut, with white P. across to last 8 sts., P. these with Chestnut. Next row—K. first and last 12 sts. of row with Chestnut. Continue in this manner increasing the number of Chestnut sts. by 4 at each side until they meet at center, at the same time starting on the 6th row after start of Chestnut sts., bind off 8 sts. at the beginning of each row for 8 rows, (32 bound off sts. for each shoulder). Work 1 row across remaining 36 sts. for bind off for neck.

**FRONT—**Work same as back until 2 rows before start of armhole. On last 2 rows, work first and last 8 sts. with Chestnut, then bind off at armholes same as back increasing the number of Chestnut sts. at each side as follows: 1 st. every other row 8 times, 1 st. on each of the next 2 rows, 1 row even, 1 st. on each of the next 2 rows, 1 row even, 1 st. on each of the next 2 rows. * 2 rows even, increase 1 st. on next row, repeat from * 3 more times. * 4 rows even, increase, repeat from * 2 more times, increase, 3 rows even, * increase, 2 rows even, repeat from *. Now increase every other row 5 times, then 2 sts. each row twice, then 5 sts., then across remaining sts. at the same time on the 16th row from start of armhole decreases, divide sts. and work on one side of front only. When 35 rows from start of opening at center front bind off 7 sts. at neck end, then decrease 1 st. every row twice, then every other row 8 times, work 4 rows, decrease, then work even, at the same time when armhole measures same as back decrease in same manner for slanting shoulder.

**SLEEVES—**Starting at cuff with No. 2½ needles and yarn double cast on 48 sts., work ribbing for 18 rows, change to No. 3 needles and single strand of yarn and work in
Stockinette St. increasing as follows: First row add 1 st. every 2nd st. 2nd row—
even, 3rd row add 1 st. every 3rd st., 4th row—even, 5th row—add 1 st. every 4th st. 6th row—even. 7th row—add 1 st. every 10th st. 8th to 10th rows even. 11th row—
add 1 st. each end also 1 st. every 12 st.—12th to 79th rows—work even, (146 sts.). 80th row—decrease 9 sts. equal distances apart across row, work 14 rows even. 95th row—
decrease 9 sts. equal distances apart. Work 4 rows even. 100th row—decrease 11 sts. equal distances apart. Work 11 rows even. 112th row—decrease 9 sts. 13 rows even. 126th row—decrease 9 sts. 12 rows even. 139th row—decrease 9 sts. 13 rows even. 153rd row—decrease 6 sts. 11 rows even, 84 sts. At the 165th row
join Chestnut and work 1 st. at each end of row for 3 rows, then increase 1 Chestnut st. every other row each side 8 times, then 1 st. each row 10 times, then increase alternately 1 st. 1 row, and 2 sts. next row, 3 times, increase 4 sts. in the next row, and next row work across and finish sleeve with Chestnut. At start of 3rd row decrease for top of sleeve, bind off 3 sts. each end then decrease 1 st. each end every other row 20 times, then every row 12 times, then bind off remaining sts.

COLLAR—With White and No. 2½ needles cast on 128 sts. Work in ribbing of K. 2, P. 2 for 4 rows, change to No. 3 needles, and work in Stockinette St. increasing 9 sts. equal distances apart on the first, 6th, 12th, 18th and 24th rows, (173 sts.). Work 13 rows even, bind off.

DESIGNS—Work with Iceland Yarn, 1 Cross St., over 1 Knitted St. worked according to charts 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 on Page 24. (Design may be knitted in if preferred working from same charts.) Around the collar and neck opening in front work design No. 1. Repeat motifs as many times as necessary to reach around collar. Start design No. 2 for sleeve—on the 25th row above cuff, design No. 3 on the 117th row, design No. 4 on 133rd row, design No. 5 on the 147th row. Directly under the Lustre Wool top of sleeve in the center, work 1 pattern of design No. 1 vertically, sew shoulder seams, sew in sleeves then sew underarm seams, attach collar. With White work 1 row of S. C. around collar and front opening, then with Chestnut work 1 row of S. C. around front opening only.

JACKET—Back—With No. 2½ needles, cast on 160 sts. Work in Stockinette St. K. 1 row, P. 1 row decreasing 1 st. at each end every 4th row 20 times, then increase 1 st. at each end every 6th row 12 times. Work 3 rows even, (144 sts.). Now start decreases for armhole—Bind off 3 sts. at each end, then 1 st. each end every row 3 times, then 1 st. at each end every other row 5 times, then 1 st. at each end every 3rd row 2 times, then work 4 rows even. Next row decrease, 5 rows even, decrease, 8 rows even, decrease, (112 sts.), then work even until armhole measures 8 inches from underarm seam, and work slanting shoulder by binding off 6 sts. at each shoulder every other row 5 times, at the same time in the middle of the 6th row from the beginning of slanting shoulder bind off center 28 sts., then bind off 5 sts. at neck end on the 7th row, 3 sts. on the 9th row and 2 sts. on the 11th row.

FRONT—Right—Cast on 70 sts. Decrease 1 st. every 8th row 10 times at underarm, then increase 1 st. every 6th row 12 times, at the same time when front edge measures 14 inches from the bottom bind off 7 sts. at start of each row at front edge 3 times, then work even at front edge. After last increase at underarm 3 rows even, then bind off 5 sts. for armhole and decrease 1 st. every row 6 times then 1 st. every other row 5 times, 1 st. every 3rd row 2 times, work 4 rows even, decrease, 6 rows, decrease, 12 rows, decrease. Work even same length as back and bind off in same manner for slanting shoulder. Work left front to correspond. Sew underarm and shoulder seams. Work 3 rows of S. C. around Jacket and armholes making 8 buttonholes of Ch. 4, on right front equal distances apart. Make small round S. C. buttons and sew in place on left front.

SKIRT—(This skirt is worked in 4 sections or gores) Front Gore—With No. 2½ needles cast on 98 sts., work even, (Stockinette St.) for 2 inches, then decrease 1 st. at each end every 14th row 20 times, then work even until skirt measures 30 inches or desired length from start. Back Gore—Cast on 106 sts. work even for 2 inches, then decrease 1 st. at each end every 12th row 23 times, then work even same length as front gore. Side Gores—(2) Cast on 114 sts., work even for 2 inches, then decrease 1 st. at each end every 15th row 14 times, at the same time when work measures 23 inches from start make dart in middle of gore by knitting 2 sts. together every 3rd row 12 times, then every other row 12 times. Work same length as other gores. Sew the gores together having ¾ inch seams, (may be sewed by hand or on a sewing machine). Leave an opening of 6 inches at upper part of left seam in the front. Sew snap fasteners along this opening. Press seams flat on wrong side. Work 3 rows of S. C. around top and bottom of skirt and work heading inside top of skirt as follows: * Ch. 5, skip 3 sts., S. C. in next st., 3 sts. below edge on inside, Ch. 5, skip 3 sts. S. C. in next st. at edge. Repeat from * around row. Run elastic through, sewing at each end.

[251]
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No. 3002—SCOTCH SPORTS YARN COAT

Cast on 90 sts. Row 1—work first 29 sts. in Moss St. (Moss Stitch—K. 1 st., P. 1 st. on an uneven number of sts.). Increase 1 st. in each of the next 2 sts. (these are referred to as increasing sts.). (To increase, K. 1 st. in first loop of st. leaving st. on left needle and K. 1 st. in back loop of same st.), K. 2 sts. (start of sleeve). Increase 1 st. in each of the next 2 sts., K. 20 sts., increase 1 st. in each of the next 2 sts., K. 22 sts., increase 1 st. in each of the next 2 sts. Work last 29 sts. in Moss St. (98 sts. on needle). Row 2—Work first 29 sts. in Moss St., then P. across to last 29 sts. Work these in Moss St. Row 3—K. 29 sts. Moss St., K. 1, increase 1 st. in each of the next 2 sts., K. 4, increase 1 st. in each of the next 2 sts., K. 22, increase 1 st. in each of the next 2 sts., K. 4, increase 1 st. in each of the next 2 sts., K. 1, K. 29 sts. in Moss St. Row 4—Same as row 2. Continue to increase in this manner 2 sts. each side of sleeves every K. row and increase 1 st. on 30th st. at beginning and end of row every 4th row 6 times, continuing to work the first and last 29 sts. in Moss St. When there are 32 increasing rows, P. back. Next row, 29 sts. Moss St. K. across to the first 2 increasing sts., but do not increase. Put these 2 sts.—the 66 sleeve sts. and the next 2 increasing sts. on thread for sleeve, (70 sts.) join front to back, K. across back to next 2 increasing sts. and put next (70 sts. on another thread). Join back to front and K. across front working Moss St. on last 29 sts. Now work body of coat as follows: Row 1—29 sts. Moss St. K. across, last 29 sts. Moss St. Row 2—29 sts. Moss St. P. across, last 29 sts. Moss St. Repeat these 2 rows. Work 1 inch even, then increase 1 st. each side at underarm every 6th row 14 times then every 8th row 5 times, (31 inches from neck), then work 9 inch border in Moss St.

SLEEVES—On three double point needles or circular needle pick up the 70sts. on the thread, K. 4 rows, then decrease 1 st. at underarm every 4th row until 63 sts. remain. When work measures 11 inches from underarm (or to with 7" of desired length of sleeve) work 7 inches in Moss St.

COLLAR—Cast on 21 sts., K. 1 row, then cast on 10 sts. P. back (31 sts.), cast on 10 sts., K. 1 row, cast on 15 sts., P. back, cast on 15 sts., K. 1 row, (71 sts. on needle), then work 2 1/4" in Moss St. bind off. Attach collar 3 inches from edge of lapel on each side and sew neatly to coat.

BELT—Cast on 13 sts., work 33" in Moss St. Use 2 large Ivory Rings or small bracelets for belt buckle. Fasten both rings to one end of belt and draw other end through both loops from the back, then through back ring from the front.

No. 3003—THREE-PIECE BOUCLE SUIT

JACKET—Starting at neck—with Grey cast on 35 sts. Row 1—K. 1, yarn over, K. 1 (seam st.), yarn over, K. 2, yarn over, K. 1 (seam st.), yarn over, K. 25, yarn over, K. 1 (seam st.), yarn over, K. 2, yarn over, K. 1 (seam st.), yarn over, K. 1. Row 2—P., purling the yarn-over sts. Row 3—K. 2, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 4, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 27, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 4, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 2. Row 4—P. Row 5—K. 3, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 6, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 29, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 6, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 3. Row 6—P. Row 7—K. 4, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 8, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 31, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 8, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 4. Row 8—P. Row 9—K. 5, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 10, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 33, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 10, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 5. Continue in this manner, and cast on 5 sts. at end of each row 10 times (25 sts. each side). Now work even at edges and continue increases each side of seam sts. on the 50th row increasing 8 sts. across each sleeve equal distances apart. Work 10 rows then increase 10 sts. across each sleeve. Work 10 rows more, then increase 14 sts. across each sleeve, work 10 rows, then increase 14sts. (128 scs.). After the 98th row put all sts. on threads or stitch-holders except 74 sts. for left front, 148 for each sleeve including seam sts., 123 for back and 74 for right front. On the 74 sts. of left front decrease 1 st. at underarm every 6th row 10 times. When underarm measures 7", K. 1 row on purled side for turn of hem then join Lipstick and work 1 1/2". On next purled row bind off all but last 25 sts. and work same length as front for facing, then bind off first 5 sts. every K. row 5 times. Work other front to correspond.

BACK—Work 7", decreasing 1 st. each side every 6th row 10 times. When same length as fronts, K. 1 row on purled side for turn of hem. Join Lipstick and work 1 1/2", bind off.

SLEEVES—Work even for 5", then K. plain for 12 rows (6 ribs). Next row—K.
2 sts. together across row (74 sts.) then decrease 1 st. at each side every 8th row 13 times. Work in ribbing of K. 2 sts., P. 2 sts. for 3” or desired length, bind off. Sew underarm seams and sew edge of facings and hem.

COLLAR—With Grey pick up 108 sts., across neck on right side. Work 1½ inches then K. 1 row on purled side for turn of hem, join Lipstick and work 1½ inches, bind off. Sew neatly to inside at neck. Trim with metal buttons as illustrated.

BLOUSE—Front—With Lipstick cast on 124 sts. Work in ribbing of K. 1 st., P. 1 st. for 4 inches, then follow chart on this page to shoulder. Do not carry yarn across back of work but wind a small ball of color for each patch of color used and twist the two colors at each color change.
BACK—With Lipstick cast on 110 sts., and work in ribbing for 4 inches, change to White and work same length as front to underarm, then bind off 5 sts. at each end, then 3 sts. at each end, then decrease 1 st. every other row 9 times each side (76 sts. remaining). Bind off 5 sts. at start of each row at shoulders 5 times each side, then bind off remaining sts. Sew shoulders and underarm seams and with White work 3 rows S. C. around neck and armholes.

SKIRT—On No. 1 circular skirt needle cast on 370 sts., join, being careful not to twist sts., K. 10 inches even. Next row—* K. 10 sts., K. 2 sts. together, repeat from * around row. Work 3 inches even. Next row * K. 9, K. 2 together, repeat from * around row. Knit 3 inches even, then * K. 8, K. 2 together, repeat from * around row. Work 5½ inches even, then to make side opening, work back and forth. Work around row, casting on 8 sts. for placket, turn, K. 8 sts., P. across to last 8 sts., K. these 8 sts., turn, K. across. Repeat last 2 rows to top of skirt decreasing as follows: On 4th row after start of skirt opening * K. 7, K. 2 together, repeat from * across row, work 3 inches even, then decrease * K. 6, K. 2 together, repeat from * across row. Work 3 inches even, or desired length, bind off. Work heading inside top of skirt as follows: * Ch. 5, skip 3 sts., S. C. in next st. (3 sts. below edge on inside), Ch. 5, skip 3 sts., S. C. in next st. at edge, repeat from * around. Run elastic through, sewing at each end. Crochet loops on right side of skirt opening and sew buttons on left side to correspond. Work 2 rows S. C. around bottom of skirt.

No. 3004—TWO-PIECE SUIT

BLOUSE—Back—Cast on 110 sts., K. 1 st., P. 1 st. in ribbing for 6 inches, then K. 1 row, P. 1 row (Stockinette St.) for 9 inches to underarm. Bind off 5 sts. at beginning of each of the next 4 rows (10 sts. at each side), then decrease 1 st. at each side every other row 7 times (76 sts. on needle). Work even for 4 inches, (back should measure 15 inches from ribbing). Now K. 13 sts., work 51sts. across center of back in Moss St. (P. 1 st., K. 1 st. on uneven number of sts.). K. last 12 sts., for one inch to neck, binding off 5 sts. at beginning of each row 8 times, 20 sts. for each slanting shoulder, then bind off remaining 36 sts. for back of neck.

BLOUSE—Front—Cast on 120 sts., K. 1 st., P. 1 st. for 6 inches. Now put 44 sts. on stitch-holder and on remaining 76 sts. work right front. Always work 7 sts. at front edge in Moss St. and decrease by knitting the 8th and 9th sts. together on every 4th row 39 times, decreasing at underarm and armhole same as back and binding off 20 sts. for slanting shoulder same as back. Left front—Pick up the 44 sts. on stitch-holder and pick up 32 more sts. at back of right front, 76 sts. on needle. Work the 7 border sts. in Moss St. and decrease to correspond with right front. Sew shoulder seams.

SLEEVES—On right side of work pick up and K. 20 sts. at top of shoulder, P. 1 row, then pick up 2 sts. at end of each row until all sts. are picked up from armhole (80 sts. on needle). Now decrease 1 st. at each side every 6th row 18 times, 44 sts. remaining. When sleeve measures 10 inches from underarm, K. 1 st., P. 1 st. in ribbing for 3 inches, or desired length. Sew underarm seams. With Boucle yarn work 2 rows of S. C. around front opening. Crochet 9 loops on 2nd row for buttonholes. Sew 9 small ball buttons in place as illustrated. Sew 3 loops and buttons on each cuff for trimming.

SKIRT—Cast on 370 sts., join, being careful not to twist the sts., then * K. 35, P. 2, repeat from * around row, 10 gores. Work even for 2 inches. Next row—decrease 1 st. in each gore. Now repeat from first * knitting 1 st. less after each decrease in each gore for 30 inches, 220 sts. remaining. (Do not have decreases come on top of previous decreases.) Work heading at top as follows: Work 1 D. C. in every 3rd st., Ch. 2 between, draw elastic through heading, work 2 rows of S. C. at bottom of skirt.

BELT—With Boucle Ch. 36 inches. Work 1 H. D. C. in each st. for 7 rows. Sew to buckle. Slide for belt—Ch. 3 inches, join, work 1 row of H. D. C. on chain.

No. 3005—CHECKERED ENSEMBLE

BLOUSE—Front—With Powder cast on 110 sts., and work in Stockinette st. (K. 1 row, P. 1 row) for 3 inches, then start Block Pattern (work pattern loosely, carrying yarn across back of work). Row 1—* With Powder, K. 5 sts., White K. 5 sts., repeat from * across row (22 Blocks). Row 2—P. 5 White, P. 5 Powder, repeat. Repeat from row 1 for 5 rows. Row 6—* With Powder P. 5 sts., White P. 5 sts., repeat from * across row. Row 7—K. 5 White, K. 5 Powder, repeat from row 6 for 5 rows. Repeat these 8 rows for pattern throughout, being careful to work pattern loosely, and not to draw yarn taut across the back. Twist the yarn being carried with that being used once in center of each block to prevent having long threads across the back. On
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the 3rd row of the 11th Block at underarm, bind off 5 sts. each side, then 3 sts. each side, then decrease 1 st. each side every other row 9 times each side, when on the 2nd row of the 14th row of Blocks from Border, work across 12 blocks, put the remaining sts. on stitch-holder, turn, bind off 5 sts., then bind off 2 sts. every other row at left side of neck opening 15 times, then to make slanting shoulder, bind off 5 sts. every other row at armhole side 3 times, then bind off remaining sts. Now work right shoulder, working even at neck, and working armhole and shoulder to correspond with left side.

BACK—With Powder cast on 100 sts. and work same as front, omitting neck opening, binding off 5 sts. at each side for underarm, then 1 st. each side every other row 8 times. When same length as front to start of slanting shoulders, bind off same as front shoulders and then bind off remaining sts. for back of neck. Sew shoulder seams.

SLEEVEs—With Powder cast on 40 sts., work 3 inch border, then work block pattern, increasing 1 st. each side every inch 13 times (66 sts.). When sleeve measures 18 inches from start or desired length to underarm, bind off 5 sts. each side, then decrease 1 st. each side every other row 18 times, then bind off remaining 20 sts. Sew sleeve neatly in place, then sew underarm seams.

COLLAR—With Powder cast on 30 sts., and K. plain (knitting every row), decreasing 1 st. at left side (neck end) every 6th row 14 times, then work even until left edge of collar reaches around neck opening, bind off, and sew in place with opening at right side of blouse. Trim with metal clip at neck opening.

SKIRT—On circular skirt needle with Powder, cast on 280 sts., join, being careful not to twist sts., K. 1 row, then start block pattern (56 blocks around row, working loosely and being careful not to draw stitches taut across wrong side of work). Work even for 33 rows of blocks from start or desired length to skirt yoke, then with Powder work in Stockinette St. decreasing on 2nd row as follows: * K. 7 sts., K. 2 sts. together, repeat from * around row, work 1 inch even, then decrease, * K. 6, K. 2 together, repeat from * around row. Work 1 inch even, then decrease * K. 5, K. 2 together, repeat from * around row (about 187 sts. remaining), then work even for 3 inches, bind off. Work heading for elastic inside top of skirt as follows: Attach yarn, * Ch. 4, skip 3 sts. on skirt, 1 S. C. in next st. 5 rows down from top of skirt on wrong side, Ch. 4, skip 3 sts., 1 S. C. in next st. at edge of skirt, repeat from * around, then work 1 row S. C. around top of skirt, and 2 rows around the bottom of skirt, blouse and sleeves.

No. 3006—ONE-PIECE DRESS, HAT AND PURSE

DRESS—On Circular Needle with Snowflake Yarn cast on 370 sts., join, being careful not to twist sts., K. 10 inches even. Next row * K. 10 sts., K. 2 sts. together, repeat from * around row. Work 3 inches even. Next row—* K. 9, K. 2 together, repeat from * around row. Work 3 inches even, then * K. 8, K. 2 together, repeat from * around row. When skirt measures 24 inches, start front opening. Work back and forth (K. 1 row, P. 1 row). On the 4th row after start of skirt opening * K. 7, K. 2 together, repeat from * across row. Work 3 inches even, then decrease, * K. 6, K. 2 together, repeat from * across row. Work 3 inches even or desired length to waist (about 220 sts. remaining). On next knit row put the first 56 sts. on st-holder for right front, K. across row and put the last 60 sts. on another st-holder for left front, and on the remaining 104 sts. work the back. Work even for 9 inches, then bind off 3 sts. at each end for armholes, then decrease 1 st. every other row 10 times, then work even for 4 inches. Now bind off 5 sts. at the beginning of each row 8 times (4 times each side), then bind off the remaining sts.

RIGHT FRONT—On the 56 sts. work even for 7 inches, then decrease 1 st. at neck end every ½ inch 11 times, decreasing at armhole same as back. When armhole measures same as back, bind off for slanting shoulder in the same manner as back (23 sts. at shoulder).

LEFT FRONT—On the 60 sts. work even for 5 inches, then decrease 1 st. every ½ inch at neck end 22 times, decreasing at armhole to correspond with back, and binding off sts. for slanting shoulder in same manner. Sew shoulder seams.

SLEEVEs—Pick up 20 sts. across top of shoulder, then pick up 2 sts. at end of each row until all sts. around armhole are picked up (about 78 sts.). Work 1 inch even, then decrease 1 st. each side every inch 16 times. When sleeve measures 18 inches or desired length, bind off. Sew underarm seams.

POCKET—Cast on 32 sts., work even for 3½ inches, then bind off 3 sts. at start of each row on purled side until all sts. are bound off. Work 1 row S. C. all around pocket, then with Green Boucle work 3 rows S. C. at top of pocket. Sew in place as illustrated.

LAPEL—With Green Boucle Ch. 14, work 12 S. C. on Ch., * Ch. 1, turn, work 1 S. C.
in each of the 12 sts., repeat from * for 8 inches, then increase 1 st. by working 2 sts. in last st. at end of every other row about 33 times or until lapel is long enough to reach from start of front opening to shoulder (about 20 inches). Sew increasing edge of lapel to edge of right front, sew lower edge of lapel to dress. Work 2 rows S. C. around lapel, neck and edge of left front.

CUFFS—Ch. 62, work 60 S. C. on Ch. Work even for 10 rows, then increase 1 st. each end every other row 10 times each side, then 1 st. each side every row for 2 rows. Sew lower edge to bottom of sleeve. Trim cuffs, pocket, and front with buttons as illustrated. Make loops on edge of lapel for buttonholes.

BELT—Make a Ch. 32 inches long, work 6 rows S. C. on Ch., then 1 row S. C. all around belt. Sew to buckle. Ch. 2½ inches, join S. C. around for slide.

HAT—Band—With Boucle Yarn and No. 2 Hook make a chain to fit head. Join in ring then work 1 S. C. in each st. for 5 rows. On next row—work within 3 inches from beginning of row, work slip st. in next st., break yarn. Start next row in 4th st. at beginning of last row and work to 4th st. from end of last row, slip in next st., break yarn. Repeat last row 12 more times (18 rows in all). Work 1 row all around band working over broken ends, break yarn.

CROWN—With Snowflake and No. 0 Hook, Chain 3, join, work 6 S. C. in ring. Row 1—2 S. C. in each st. Row 2---* 2 S. C. in first st., 1 S. C. in next st., repeat from * around row. Row 3---* 2 S. C. in first st., 1 S. C. in each of the next 2 sts., repeat from * around row. Increase in this manner 6 times in each row to keep work flat, having one st. more between increases on every row but do not have increases come directly over those of previous row. When work measures 8 inches in diameter work 4 rows even, then decrease about 6 times in each row until edge measures same as top edge of band. Sew neatly in place, pulling crown over narrow side of band and stitch in place. Trim back of Tam with large flat ribbon bow. Work 1 row of S. C. at lower edge of band over round elastic to fit head.

PURSE—With Boucle Yarn Chain 8, turn, work 2 S. C. in first Ch., 1 S. C. in each of the next 5 chains, 2 S. C. in last chain, (top of purse), Ch. 5, turn, 2 S. C. in first chain, 1 S. C. in each of the next 3 Ch. sts., S. C. across row, 2 S. C. in last st. Ch. 1, turn, 2 S. C. in first st., 1 S. C. in each st. across row, 1 S. C. in last st., Ch. 2, turn, 2 S. C. in first st., 1 S. C. in each st. across row, 2 S. C. in last st. Change to Snowflake and continue to work in this manner working 2 S. C. in first and last st. at bottom of each row, and 2 S. C. in last st. at top. Work 6 rows of each color. On 3rd Boucle stripe, work even at lower end continuing to work 2 sts. in last st. at top end, then on next 5 stripes skip 1 st. at lower end. On next 4 stripes work even at top end, then work 1 more Boucle stripe skipping 5 sts. from top on 2nd row and finish to correspond with other end of purse. Work another piece in same manner, sew together at sides and bottom and sew a 7 inch zipper to top.

No. 3007—TWO-PIECE SUIT

JACKET—Back—With Champagne cast on 116 sts., K. 1 row, P. 1 row (Stockinette Stitch) for 12½ inches to underarm. Bind off 8 sts. at each side, then decrease 1 st. at each side every other row 33 times. Bind off remaining 34 sts. for back of neck.

RIGHT FRONT—Cast on 48 sts. Work even for 2 inches, then increase 1 st. at right side, (front edge) every 8th row 14 times, at the same time decreasing at other side (underarm) every 6th row 3 times, then increase every 10th row, 3 times. When front measures 7½ inches work pocket. K. across 11 sts., bind off 22 sts., K. to end of row, turn, cast on 22 sts. over those bound off. Continue to increase at front edge. When front measures 12½ inches bind off 8 sts. at underarm and bind off armhole same as at back. After 14 increases at front edge work even until edge measures 16½ inches from start. Now bind off 6 sts. at neck end, then decrease 1 st. (at each side) every other row 10 times, then work even at neck end until all sts. are bound off at armhole. Work left front to correspond.

POCKET—Pick up the 22 cast-on sts. and work in Stockinette St. for 2½ inches, bind off and sew to inside.

SLEEVES—Cast on 82 sts. work 2 inches even. Bind off 6 sts. at each side, then decrease 1 st. at each side every other row until all sts. are bound off. Sew sleeves in place, sew underarm seams. Work 4 rows of S. C. at top of pocket and 2 rows around jacket and sleeves.

VESTEE—With Apricot cast on 28 sts. decrease at right side (front edge) 1 st. every 8th row until 10 sts. remain. When vestee measures 12 inches, bind off. S. C. around
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edges, then Crochet 14 loops at front edge for buttonholes. Work left vestee to correspond. Sew ball buttons in place.

TIE—Wind small balls 4 of each color. With Champagne cast on 21 sts, P. 1 row, then with * Apricot, K. 3, Champagne 3, repeat * across row. P. back in same colors (do not carry yarn across back but twist the 2 colors at each color change). Next row—Apricot, K. 2, * Champagne K. 3, Apricot K. 3, repeat from * ending with Champagne K. 1. P. back same colors then Apricot K. 1, * Champagne K. 3, Apricot K. 3. End row with Champagne K. 2. Work diagonal striping in this manner increasing 1 st. at each side every inch 5 inches, then decrease 2 sts. at beginning of each row until all sts. are bound off at point. With Champagne work 1 row S. C. around edge. Work another piece the same. Pleat at top and sew to jacket at neck.


SKIRT—On circular skirt needle cast on 360 sts., join, (being careful that sts. on needle are not twisted). * K. 16, P. 2, repeat from * 19 more times (20 gores). Repeat this row for 4 inches. On next row—decrease 1 st. in center of each gore (by knitting 2 sts. together), repeat from first * (having 1 st. less in each gore after each decrease) until skirt measures 30 inches or desired length, bind off. Work heading at top of skirt as follows: Work 1 D. C. in every 3rd st. with Ch. 2 between. Work 2 rows of S. C. at bottom of skirt.

No. 3008—TWO-PIECE SUIT AND HAT

BLOUSE—Back—With No. 3 needles and main color cast on 112 sts., K. 2, P. 2 in ribbing for 3", change to No. 4 needles and start lace pattern. Row 1—* K. 2 sts. together, K. 1, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 1, K. 2 sts. together, repeat from * across row, (16 patterns across row). Row 2—Purl across, (purling the "yarn over" sts. of previous row), repeat these 2 rows throughout. Work even for 8", then bind off 4 sts. each side for underarm and decrease 1 st. each side every other row 10 times. Work even, (12 patterns across row) for 3", bind off.

BLOUSE—Front—With No. 3 needles cast on 118 sts., K. 2, P. 2 for 3", change to No. 4 needles and add 1 st. Work in lace pattern, (17 patterns across row), in same manner as back until front measures 13" from start. Bind off 7 sts. at center, then work right front. Bind off 4 sts. at neck end, P. 1 row, then bind off 3 sts. at neck end. Now work even to shoulder. Work left shoulder to correspond.

SLEEVE—Pick up 20 sts. at top of shoulder on right side of work. P. 1 row, then pick up 2 sts. at end of each row (working in Stockinette St.) until there are 84 sts. on needle, then increase 1 st. every other st. across row (126 sts. on needle), 1. P. 1 row, then work lace pattern for 76 rows. Now bind off 1 pattern (7 sts.) at beginning of each row 14 times, (4 patterns remaining). Now pick up 36 sts. at each side (100 sts. on needle). K. 2 sts. together across row, (50 sts. on needle), change to No. 3 needles and K. 2, P. 2 in ribbing, decreasing 1 st. each side every 1/2 3 times, then every inch 2 times, 40 sts. remaining. When cuff measures 8", bind off.

COLLAR—With No. 3 needles and White cast on 198 sts., * K. 2, P. 2, repeat from * across row, turn, * P. 2, K. 2, repeat from * across row. Work in ribbing for 3", bind off. Jabot—With No. 3 needles pick up 32 sts. across one end of collar on right side, join to other end of collar and pick up 31 sts. across, (63 sts. on needle). P. 1 row, then work in lace pattern same as blouse, (9 patterns across row), for 1". Now increase 1 st. at each side of the "K. 2 sts. together" in each pattern (by K. 2 sts., in front and back of same st.). Repeat increases every inch until Jabot measures 5" from start, then work 2 rows with color used in blouse, then work 1" White then 2 rows of color, bind off. Sew collar to blouse with Jabot at left side held in place with large pin.

SKIRT—Work back and front separately. Start at bottom. With No. 4 needles cast on 187 sts., P. 1 row, then work in lace pattern as follows: Row 1—* K. 2 sts. together, K. 3, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 3, K. 2 together, repeat from * across row, (17 patterns). Row 2—P. Work even for 10" then decrease as follows: * K. 2 sts. together, K. 2 together, K. 1, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 1, K. 2 together, K. 2 together, repeat from * across row (153 sts. on needle), P. 1 row, then * K. 2 sts. together, K. 2, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 2, K. 2 sts. together, repeat from * across row. Work even for 10" then decrease again, * K. 2 together, K. 2 together, yarn over,
K. 1, yarn over, K. 2 together, K. 2 together, repeat from * across row (119 sts.). Work even, (the pattern is now same as blouse), for 10 more inches or desired length. Draw elastic through mesh of last row. Sew side seams, press on wrong side. Crochet around the bottom of skirt as follows: Attach yarn at side seam, work * 2 S. C., 2 H. D. C., 2 D. C., 1 T. R. C., 2 D. C., 2 H. D. C., 2 S. C., repeat from * in each pattern around skirt.

HAT—With No. 4 needles cast on 7 sts. Row 1—K. 1 st., * yarn over, K. 1 st., repeat from * across row. Row 2—Purl back, purling the yarn-over sts. Row 3—K. 2, * yarn over, K. 2, repeat from * across row. Row 4—Purl. Row 5—K. 3, * yarn over, K. 3, repeat from * across row. Row 6—Purl. Continue increasing in this manner until work measures 3 inches from center of crown, then stop increasing by knitting 2sts. together directly after the yarn-over. Work in this manner for 2 inches or desired depth for crown, then bind off, and sew up side. With contrasting shade work 2 rows of S. C. all around, then make 2 rings by winding yarn over 4 fingers about 12 times, then S. C. around over these strands to form ring, then work 1 row S. C. around rings. Place side by side at lower edge of hat, sew to edge and S. C. around hat, back and forth, slip-stitching to rings at each end, then work 1 row around entire edge of hat and rings. Trim with bow knotted through rings.

No. 3009—TWO-PIECE SUIT, BLOUSE AND HAT

JACKET—Back—With No. 3½ needles cast on 100 sts. K. plain for 6 inches, then K. 1 st., P. 1 st. tightly in ribbing for ¼ inch. K. plain for ½ inches then bind off 6 sts. at each side, then decrease 1 st. at each side every other row 12 times (64 sts. on needle). Work even for 9½ inches then bind off 2 sts. at beginning of each row 10 times, (10 sts. for each slanting shoulder). Bind off remaining sts. for back of neck.

RIGHT FRONT—Cast on 54 sts. K. 15 rows. On next row, wrong side, start pocket * K. 18 sts., P. 24, K. 12. Next row, K. across, then repeat from * for 3 inches. Now work the 24 sts. of pocket in ribbing, (K. 1 st., P. 1 st.) for one inch. K. 1 row, then on wrong side K. 18, bind off 24, K. 12, turn, K. 12, cast on 24, K. 18. Now work same as back to underarm (ribbing at waist), then bind off 10 sts at underarm, now decrease 1 st. at front edge every 6th row, 10 times, then every 10th row, 4 times and decrease 1 st. at armhole every other row 20 times, (10 sts. remaining at shoulder). When front measures the same as back bind off 2 sts. at beginning of each row from armhole 5 times. Work left front to correspond.

POCKETS—Pick up the 24 sts. (cast on), work in Stockinette St. for 4 inches, sew to inside, sew shoulders and underarm seams. Chain 8 loops at edge of right front and sew buttons in place. Work 1 row of S. C. around all edges.

SKIRT—With circular needle cast on 360 sts., join, (being careful that the sts. are not twisted). Row 1—* K. 30, P. 6, repeat from * around row, (10 gores). Row 2—K. Repeat last two rows for 2 inches then decrease 1 st. in each gore, K. 1 row. Next row—K. 29, P. 6, continue to decrease 1 st. in each K. gore, (do not have decreases come directly over those of previous row), every 2 inches, until skirt measures 30 inches or desired length, (210 sts. remaining), bind off. Work heading at top of skirt as follows: Work 1 D. C. in every 3rd st., Ch. 2 between. Draw elastic through heading. Work 2 rows of S. C. around bottom of skirt.

BLOUSE—Saxony Yarn—Back: With No. 3 needles cast on 142 sts., * K. 2, P. 2, repeat from * across row, then * P. 2, K. 2, repeat from * across row. Work in ribbing for 2¼ inches, then K. 1 row, P. 1 row. Now work pattern stitch. Row 1—* K. 1, * P. 1, K. 3, repeat from * across row. Row 2—P. across. Row 3—* K. 3, P. 1, repeat from * across row. Row 4—P., then repeat from row 1 throughout. Work even for 8 inches to underarm, bind off 7 sts. at each side, then decrease 1 st. at each side every other row 11 times, (106 sts. on needle). Work even until back measures 16 inches from start. Bind off 36 sts. at center, then work left shoulder. Bind off 5 sts. at beginning of each row at armhole side 5 times, at the same time bind off 2 sts. at beginning of every row at neck end. Work right shoulder to correspond.

FRONT—Work same as back to last decrease of armhole. Now bind off 6 sts. at center, then work right shoulder. Decrease 1 st. every other row at neck end 25 times, 25 sts. remaining. Work even same length as back, then bind off 5 sts. at beginning of each row at armhole side 5 times for slanting shoulder. Work left shoulder to correspond, sew shoulder seams.

SLEEVES—Pick up 24 sts. at top of shoulder, P. 1 row, then work in pattern st. picking up 2 sts. at end of each row until all sts. are picked up, (92 sts. on needle). Now decrease 1 st. at each side every inch until 56 sts. remain, bind off. Sew sleeve and underarm seams.
CUFF—Cast on 52 sts., work in pattern st. for 40 rows increasing 1 st. at each side every other row, bind off. Sew to sleeve as illustrated.

COLLAR—Starting at center back, cast on 66 sts. Work in pattern st. casting on 6 sts. at end of each row, 24 times until there are 210 sts. on needle. Now bind off 2 sts. at beginning of each row for 75 rows, then 3 sts. at beginning of each row for 16 rows. Bind off remaining sts. With White work 1 row of S. C. around collar and cuffs, then with Jade work 1 row, then White 1 row. Sew collar in place.

TIE—Cast on 2 sts. Work in pattern st. increasing 1 st. at each side every other row until there are 26 sts. on needle. Now decrease 1 st. at each side every 20 rows, 4 times, 18 sts. on needle. Work even for 4 rows, then work other half of tie reversing directions. Work 3 rows of S. C. around edge of tie same as on collar. Sew to blouse and tie in knot.

HAT—Ch. 6, *join, work 10 S. C. in ring. Row 1—Ch. 3, yarn over, insert hook in first S. C. *yarn over, draw yarn through st., yarn over, insert hook in same st., repeat from *2 more times, 7 loops on hook, yarn over, and draw through all loops on hook, (1 pattern). Ch. 2, work 1 more pattern in same st., **skip 1 S. C. work 2 patterns in next st., repeat from * 3 more times, 10 patterns on first row, Ch. 3, work 2 patterns between first and second pattern of previous row, then 1 pattern between next 2 patterns. Increase in this manner (16 patterns around row). Increase enough to keep work flat until crown measures 7 inches in diameter, then work even (1 pattern between each pattern of previous row for 3 inches). Work 6 rows of S. C. for border, slip st. last row from wrong side.

No. 3010—"MINERVA TWEED STITCH" TWO-PIECE SUIT AND COAT

(In making the Minerva Tweed Stitch any two desired shades in Lustre Wool, Shetland Floss, or Olympic Yarn may be combined as in these models or a combination of any two of the different yarns. Work the filet mesh foundation first as described below, then with double strand of the contrasting shade with the blunt end needle weave in and out as illustrated on Plate No. 1, page 46, weaving lengthwise first and then crosswise. If zigzag or herring-bone effect is desired, weave every 5th and 6th lengthwise strand over same adjacent crosswise mesh. Weave each piece separately before seaming garment together, being careful not to draw weaving yarn taut. For yoke effect weave crosswise mesh with Reseda for about 6 inches from neck.)

JACKET—(Mesh made of Reseda—Weaving with double strand of Muffin-2) Right Front—Ch. 134, 1 D. C. in 8th Ch. from hook, *CH. 2, skip 2 st. on Ch., 1 D. C. in next Ch., repeat from * to end of row (43 mesh). Ch. 5, turn, work even (2-1 D. C. in 2nd D. C. of previous row) *CH. 2, 1 D. C. in next D. C., repeat from * across row. Work even for 2 more rows. Next row—*decrease 1 mesh at beginning of row (underarm seam), by chaining 3 sts. at start of row instead of 5 sts. as in all rows worked even. Center front is worked even to top of lapel. * Work 3 rows even, then decrease 1 mesh at beginning of next row. Repeat from * 2 more times. Next row—work across 25 mesh from front edge, then Ch. 1 (instead of Ch. 2), 1 D. C. in next D. C., work 5 mesh as before, then mesh of Ch. 1 between, then continue as before across row. On the next 23 rows continue working the mesh directly over the 2 “Ch. 1 mesh” of previous row in same manner for fitted waistline, at the same time on the 25th row from start, work 1 mesh, Ch. 8, skip 3 mesh for buttonhole, work 14 mesh, Ch. 8, skip 3 mesh for another buttonhole, work across row. On the 27th row increase 1 mesh at end of row (underarm). (To increase work 1 D. C. in last D. C. of previous row, Ch. 2, 1 D. C. in same st.) Work even for 7 rows of every other row 3 times, then work even for 10 rows to start of armhole. To make armhole stop next row 4 mesh from end with a decrease in 5th mesh (omit the Ch. 2 between last 2 D. C.), Ch. 3, turn, work even for 16 rows, then increase 1 mesh at armhole, work 3 rows even, increase 1 mesh, Ch. 3, turn, work 16 mesh across from armhole, omitting Ch. 2, between last 2 D. C. at neck end, Ch. 3, turn, work 12 mesh, omit Ch. 2 between last 2 D. C., Ch. 3, turn, decrease at end of row. Decrease at beginning of next row, work only 6 mesh, omitting Ch. 2 between last 2 D. C., Ch. 3, turn, decrease also at end of row, Ch. 3, turn, 1 D. C. in next D. C. of previous row, break yarn. Work left front to correspond, omitting buttonholes.

BACK—Ch. 158, 1 D. C. in 8th Ch. from hook, work mesh same as front, (51 mesh in row) for 8 rows. Next row *decrease 1 mesh at beginning and end of row, work even for 3 rows, repeat from *, decrease 1 mesh each end. Next row—work across 8 mesh; in next mesh to make fitted waistline *Ch. 1, instead of Ch. 2, 1 D. C. in next D. C., work 2 mesh as before, repeat from * 3 more times, work 10 mesh then repeat 4 decreases (Ch. 1 between) as before, ending row with 8 mesh. Repeat these 8 mesh with Ch. 1 between for 24 rows, always on top of each other, at the same time after
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last decrease at underarm seams, work 11 rows even, then increase 1 mesh at each end, work 5 rows even, increase as before, work even for 8 rows, increase again, work even for 5 rows to underarm, then decrease 1 mesh each side in each of the next 4 rows for armhole, work even for 17 rows. Next row decrease 1 mesh each side, Ch. 3, turn, stop next row 1 mesh from end, Ch. 3, turn, stop row, 1 mesh from end. * Ch. 3, turn, decrease 1 mesh each side in next 2 rows then stop row, 2 mesh from end, repeat from * once more, and end last row with decrease at each end, break yarn.

SLEEVES—Ch. 89 sts., work 17 rows even, then increase 1 mesh each side on every 6th row 7 times, work 5 rows even, next row leave off 1 full mesh each side and decrease at each side on 2nd mesh, then decrease 1 mesh each side of the next 4 rows, work 1 row even, then decrease 1 mesh at each side for 10 rows. Next, last row, leave off 1 mesh each side and decrease each side on 2nd mesh, break yarn, (6 mesh). After the different parts are crocheted and woven, press on wrong side and sew seams neatly. Use 3 buttons on each sleeve and 2 for front of jacket.

COLLAR—Using Reseda yarn double, Ch. 122, work * 1 S. C. in each st., Ch. 1, turn, repeat from * until there are 14 rows. Sew to neck of Jacket 14 mesh in from front edge of lapel.

SKIRT—(Worked in 4 gores, all the same width). Ch. 74 sts., work 10 rows even, then increase 1 mesh each side on every 11th row 8 times. After last increase work 20 rows even or desired length (39 mesh). Each gore must be woven separately and pressed separately before sewing together, then sew gores neatly together on wrong side, leaving 7 inch opening at one gore for placket. With Reseda work 6 rows S. C. at left side of opening for underlap of placket, and on right side of opening work 6 Ch. loops, for buttons. With Reseda work 10 rows of S. C. around top of skirt for belt, drawing in to fit waist.

COAT—Front—Ch. 128, work 41 mesh on chain, (same instruction as suit). Work 17 rows even, then decrease 1 mesh at start, (underarm seam), every 11th row 6 times (keeping front edge even to neck) (73 rows). Work 10 rows even, then increase 1 mesh at underarm seam, work 8 rows even to armhole, then decrease for raglan sleeve as follows: * decrease 1 mesh, (armhole side) by Ch. 3 to turn, at the end of next row omit the Ch. 2 between the last 2 D. C. Repeat from * 4 more times then * work 1 row even, decrease on next 4 rows, repeat from * 2 more times. After last decrease work 1 row even, leaving 4 mesh at neck end, then decrease 1 mesh at each side on each row to point, break yarn. Work other front to correspond.

SCARF—Attach yarn at top mesh of front, work 8 mesh down front edge, turn, work even for 8 rows, then increase 1 mesh at the lower edge every 6th row 6 times. Work 4 rows even, then decrease 1 mesh each row at lower edge until 1 mesh remains, break yarn. Repeat scarf on other front.

BACK—Ch. 245, work 80 mesh across row for 17 rows, then decrease 1 mesh at each side, then decrease every 6th row 6 more times, then work 10 rows even, then decrease again, then work even for 23 rows. Next row increase 1 mesh at each side, then work even to armhole, (same length as fronts). Now decrease 1 mesh at each side on next 11 rows, * work 1 row even, decrease 1 mesh each side on next 5 rows, repeat from * 2 more times. After last decrease work 2 rows even to neck, break yarn.

SLEEVE—Starting at bottom Ch. 74, work 23 mesh across row, then work even for 15 rows, next row increase 1 mesh at beginning of row (underarm seam), then work 8 rows even, then increase 1 mesh, work 5 rows even, (30 rows), break yarn. Ch. 41, work 12 mesh even for 15 rows, then increase 1 mesh, (underarm seam), work 8 rows even, then increase 1 mesh, work 5 rows even. On next row join the 2 pieces (39 mesh across row), * work 5 rows even, then increase 1 mesh at each side, repeat from * 2 more times, then work even until sleeve measures 17 inches or desired length to underarm. Stop next row 3 mesh from end, omit Ch. 2, in next mesh, Ch. 3, turn, repeat last row, then decrease 1 mesh each side on next 3 rows, then decrease 1 mesh at the beginning of each row until 4 mesh remain, break yarn.

GUSSET FOR SLEEVE—With Reseda Ch. 10, work 1 S. C. in each of the first 4 Ch., 2 S. C. in next Ch., 1 S. C. in each of the last 4 Ch., Ch. 1, turn, 5 S. C., 2 S. C. in next st. (center) 4 S. C. in last 4 sts., Ch. 1, turn. Increase 1 st. in center on every row for 58 rows. Insert Gusset and sew inside sleeve opening as illustrated. Sew sleeves in place, sew underarm seams.

COLLAR—With double strand of Reseda Ch. 90, work 1 S. C. in each st., Ch. 1 to turn for 11 rows. Sew to neck of coat. Trim sleeves with buttons as illustrated.

No. 3011—OLYMPIC SPORTS SUIT

JACKET—Back: With No. 3½ needles cast on 110 sts. K. 1 row, P. 1 row (Stockinette Stitch), decreasing 1 st. at each side every 6th row 8 times. Work even for 2½", then
increase 1 st. at each side every 6th row 8 times. Work even until work measures 15 1/2″ from start. Bind off 6 sts. at each side for underarm. Now decrease 1 st. (by knitting 2 sts. together) at each side every other row 21 times, then every 3rd row, 10 times. Bind off remaining 36 sts. for back of neck.

FRONT—Cast on 120 sts. Decrease same as at back. On 37th row start pockets, K 16, bind off 20, K 36, bind off 20, K 16. On next row P 16, cast on 20 sts. (over those bound off), P 36, cast on 20, P 16. Continue to work front same as back (decreasing and increasing at each side), until front measures 12″ (120 sts. on needle), then start Moss St. (K 1 st., P 1 st. on uneven number of sts.) at center front for point. K 60 sts. to center, P 1 st., K 59 sts. to end of row, turn, P 58, K 1, P 1, K 1, P 59 to end of row. Continue in this manner, increasing the Moss Sts. on each st. at each side of point in center on every row until 11 sts. are worked in Moss St. for border at opening. Now put first 55 sts. on stitch holder and on remaining 65 sts. work right front to shoulder (continuing to work the 11 sts. at front edge in Moss St.). On 9th row work first buttonhole as follows: Work 3 sts., bind off 5 sts., work across row. On next row, cast on 5 sts. over those bound off, work last 3 sts. Work 4 more buttonholes 12 rows apart. When underarm seam measures same as back, bind off 6 sts. and decrease in same manner. On 3rd row after 5th buttonhole, bind off 18 sts. at front edge, then at end of next row cast on 109 sts. for scarf, working scarf in Moss St. for 30 rows, decreasing 1 st. every 4th row at scarf edge to shape point, (continue to decrease at armhole). Now bind off all sts. of scarf and on remaining sts. finish front, decreasing 1 st. each side every other row until all sts. are worked off. Take 55 sts. off stitch holder and work left front to correspond, casting on 11 sts. at center front and work these in Moss St. for placket, (omitting buttonholes).

SLEEVES—Cast on 2 sts. (top of sleeve). K 2 sts. in each st. (to increase K 1 st. in front and 1 st. in back of same st.), P 4 sts. K 2 sts. in first st., K 2, K 2 sts. in last st., P 6 sts. Increase in this manner (by knitting 2 sts. in first and last st. on every knitted row), until there are 72 sts. on needle. Work even for 3 1/2″. On next K. row, increase across row. * K 1, K 2 in next st., K 2, K 2 in next st., repeat from * until there are 99 sts. on needle. Continue to increase 1 st. at each side every inch, 6 times, (111 sts.), then work even for 2″. Now K 2 sts. together across row, (55 sts. on needle), then decrease 1 st. at each side every inch for 5″, (45 sts.), then work even for 3″ or desired length. Crochet heading around top of sleeve by * 1 H. D. C. Chain 1, skip 1 st., repeat from * from underarm to underarm. Sew back and front to beading on raglan sleeve, then sew underarm seams. Work 2 rows of S. C. around neck, cuffs and bottom of sweater.

POCKETS—Pick up the 20 cast on sts. and work in Stockinette St. for 3″, sew to inside. Work 2 rows of S. C. at top of pockets. Sew buttons to placket and sleeves.

SKIRT—On circular skirt needle cast on 360 sts., join, (being careful that sts. on needle are not twisted), * K 16, P 2, repeat from * 19 more times (20 gores). Repeat this row for 4″. On next row—decrease 1 st. in center of each gore (by knitting 2 sts. together), repeat from first * (having 1 st. less in each gore after each decrease) until skirt measures 30″ or desired length, bind off. Work heading at top of skirt as follows: Work 1 D. C. in every 3rd st. with Ch. 2 between. Work 2 rows of S. C. at bottom of skirt.

BELT—Ch. 36″. Work 1 H. D. C. in each st. for 7 rows. Sew to buckle. Slide for belt—Ch. 3″, join, work 1 row of H. D. C. on chain.

**No. 3012—CAPE COLLAR BLOUSE**

KNITTED WAIST BAND—With No. 3 needles cast on 126 sts., K 1 st., P 1 st. in ribbing for 1 1/2″, bind off loosely. Start Lace Pattern—Attach yarn in first bound off st., work 1 S. C. * Ch. 3, skip 1 st. on band, 1 S. C. in next st., Ch. 3, skip 2 sts. on band, 1 S. C. on next st., repeat from * across row (51 mesh), Ch. 5, turn. Row 1—1 Tr. C. in first mesh, Ch. 2, 1 Tr. C. in same mesh, * Ch. 3, skip 1 mesh, 1 S. C. in next mesh, Ch. 3, skip 1 mesh, 1 Tr. C. in next mesh, Ch. 2, 1 Tr. C. in same mesh, Ch. 2, 1 Tr. C. in same mesh, Ch. 2, 1 Tr. C. in same mesh, (4 Tr. C. with Ch. 2 between same mesh). Then repeat from * across row ending with Ch. 3, skip 1 mesh, 1 S. C. in last mesh. (There are 12 1/2″ patterns across row.) Row 2—Ch. 3, turn, 1 S. C. in last S. C. of previous row, * Ch. 3, 1 S. C. between first and second Tr., Ch. 3, 1 S. C. between second and third Tr., Ch. 3, 1 S. C. between third and fourth Tr., Ch. 3, 1 S. C. in next S. C. of row below, then repeat from * across row ending with Ch. 3, 1 S. C. in last mesh, (51 mesh). Row 3—Ch. 3, turn 1 S. C. in first mesh, * Ch. 3, 1 S. C. in next mesh, repeat from * across row, 51 mesh. Row 4—Same as row 1 (Ch. 5, turn, 2 Tr. with Ch. 2 between, in first mesh * Ch. 3, skip 1 mesh, 1 S. C. in next mesh, Ch. 3, skip 1 mesh, 4 Tr. C. with Ch. 2 between, in next mesh), repeat from
* across row. Repeat these 3 rows of pattern throughout. Work 9 inches even, then leave off 4 mesh (1 pattern at each side for underarm), then continue even to neck. When front measures 13 inches leave off 5 patterns at center, then work each shoulder for 3 more inches. Work back of blouse in same manner as front, but work 15 inches to neck line, leave off 5 patterns at center, then work 1 more inch for each shoulder.

PEPLIN—Work 12 1/2 patterns along lower edge of waist band for 4 inches. Sew underarm seams, work 2 rows of S. C. around armhole.

COLLAR—Ch. 203, work 1 S. C. in 7th chain from hook, * Ch. 5, skip 4 Ch., 1 S. C. in next Ch., repeat from * around row, 40 mesh, join in ring being careful not to twist chain. Work 20 patterns around row. Work 4 rows of patterns even. When last row is completed and joined break yarn, (this is center of left shoulder). Attach yarn, 2 patterns before break, in center loop, Ch. 3, skip 1 mesh, 4 Tr. in next mesh, Ch. 3, skip 1 mesh, 1 S. C. in next mesh, skip 1 mesh, and continue for 4 more patterns. * Ch. 3, (turn), 1 S. C. between 2nd and 3rd Tr., Ch. 3, 1 S. C. between 3rd and 4th Tr., Ch. 3, 1 S. C. in S. C. of previous row, repeat from * to end of extra piece, Ch. 3, turn, 1 S. C. in first mesh, Ch. 3, 1 S. C. in each mesh to end of piece. Break yarn. Attach yarn at opposite side of collar and work as above, break yarn. Now attach yarn at center of left shoulder, (in mesh before center pattern where Trs. are to be worked)— Work 19 patterns and then Ch. 3, skip 1 mesh, 1 S. C. in next mesh, Ch. 3, 4 Tr. in next mesh, (1 increase), Ch. 3, 1 S. C. in next mesh, Ch. 3, 4 Tr. in next mesh, Ch. 3, 1 S. C. in next mesh, Ch. 3, skip 1 mesh, 4 Tr. in next mesh. Continue around row. Now work 11 patterns even then increase 1 mesh as in row before (2 mesh in place of 1). Work 5 patterns even, then increase as before. Continue even to shoulder, break yarn. Attach yarn in space before 3rd pattern from center of shoulder. Work 6 patterns, then 2 rows of mesh, break yarn. Attach yarn at opposite shoulder and work across to correspond. Break yarn. Attach yarn in left center of shoulder and work even for 6 patterns, then increase 1 pattern as before. Work 2 patterns even and increase another pattern as before. Work 7 rows of pattern even around collar ending with Tr. crochet row, break yarn, and sew collar neatly to neck line. Belt same as No. 3011.

**No. 3013—PRIMROSE BLOUSE**

1st Flower—Ch. 7, join in ring. Row 1—Ch. 5, 1 D. C. in ring, * Ch. 2, 1 D. C. in ring. Repeat from * around row until there are * D. C. in ring. Ch. 2, 1 S. C. in 3rd Ch. of Ch. 5. Row 2—Ch. 3, 2 D. C. in first space, * Ch. 3, 3 D. C. in next space, Ch. 11, 3 D. C. in next space. Repeat from * around row. Join last Ch. 11, in Ch. 3, of first space. Fasten yarn and break. Each flower should measure about 1 1/4 inches. 2nd Flower—Ch. 7, join in ring, work Row 1 in same manner. Row 2—Ch. 3, 2 D. C. in 1st space; Ch. 3, 3 D. C. in next space, * Ch. 5, draw chain through 6th Ch. of Ch. 11 of 1st flower, Ch. 5, 3 D. C. in next space, Ch. 1, draw Ch. through 3rd Ch. between two groups of D. C. of 1st flower, Ch. 1, 3 D. C. in next space, Ch. 5, draw Ch. through 6th Ch. of other Ch. 11 of 1st flower, Ch. 5, and finish around row as in 1st flower. Join all flowers in same manner, work 14 flowers across bottom of blouse and continue with 14 flowers for 8 rows, join all flowers as before and attach in same manner to flowers of previous row. At the 9th row—Increase for cape sleeves, 2 flowers at each side, (18 flowers). In the 2 extra flowers omit Ch. 11 at outer edge and Ch. 3 instead. (Always omit Ch. 11 at outer edge.) 10th row—has 20 flowers. Row 11 and 12—has 22 flowers each. Divide for neck opening as follows: Work 9 flowers for 3 rows each side for shoulders.

BACK—Work 12 rows same as front. Rows 13 and 14 have 22 flowers. Join back to front in same manner. Sew underarm seams. The center of cape sleeve has 9 flowers. Fasten yarn in center of Ch. 11 between last 2 flowers, * Ch. 5, 3 D. C. in Ch. 3, between D. C. patterns of 2nd flower, Ch. 2, 3 D. C. in same place, Ch. 5, 1 S. C. in center of Ch. 11. Repeat across row to last figure of Ch. 11, break yarn. Fasten yarn in 2nd figure of Ch. 11, Ch. 5, and repeat as above for 5 figures. Break yarn. Now fasten yarn to underarm seam and work 1 row of Ch. 5—loops all around cape sleeve. Work other side to correspond. Fasten yarn at left back corner at neck and work 1 row of Ch. 5—loops all around opening. Break yarn. Fasten yarn at left underarm seam at bottom of blouse, Ch. 7, 1 S. C. in center of Ch. 3, between D. C. patterns of 1st flower, Ch. 7, 1 S. C. in center of Ch. 11, repeat around waist line (front and back). BELT—Work 27 flowers for belt, omitting Ch. 11, in 1st and last flower for edge. Work 1 row of Ch. in belt, top and bottom, same as bottom of blouse with Ch. 5 instead of Ch. 7. Work 1 D. C. in each st. Sew belt to blouse with opening at left underarm seam.

**No. 3014—IRISH CROCHETED BLOUSE**

Rosette—Ch. 8, join in ring. Row 1—* Ch. 2, 3 D. C. in ring, Ch. 2, 1 S. C. in ring (this forms one petal). Repeat from * 4 more times, then fasten at back of first petal,
(5 petals), Ch. 8. Row 2—Work 9 S. C. over Ch. 8, Ch. 1, turn. Row 3—Work 9 S. C. in S. C. of previous row. Row 4—Ch. 4, 1 S. C. in 2nd S. C. of previous row, * Ch. 4, 1 S. C. in next S. C. repeat from * 5 more times, 1 S. C. in last stitch. This completes one long petal, (7 loops). Fasten petal under last S. C. of inner rosette. Next petal—Ch. 8, 1 S. C. in 2nd loop from center on 1st petal. Ch. 1, turn, 8 S. C. in 8 S. C. of previous row, Ch. 4, turn, 1 S. C. in 2nd S. C., Ch. 4, 1 S. C. in next S. C. Repeat 4 more times, 1 S. C. in last S. C., fasten under petal as before. Work 4 more petals same as last petal. When working last long petal, join to first petal while working 5th loop of Ch. 4. Finish last long petal and break yarn. Attach yarn in 2nd loop of first long petal, (of 7 loops). Ch. 5, skip 1 loop, 1 S. C. in next loop, Ch. 5, and go back and S. C. in first Ch. of previous Ch. 5, Ch. 2, 6 D. C. over 2 chains, Ch. 2, 1 S. C. in same space to close petal. Ch. 4, 1 S. C. in first Ch. (1 picot), Ch. 5, 1 S. C. in first loop of next long petal (picot mesh). 1 picot mesh, 1 S. C. in 3rd loop of same petal. Ch. 5, 1 S. C. in first loop of next long petal, Ch. 5, turn back, S. C. in first Ch. of previous Ch. 5, Ch. 2, 6 D. C. over 2 Chains, Ch. 2, 1 S. C. to close, 1 picot mesh, 1 S. C. in 3rd loop of same petal, 1 picot mesh, 1 S. C. in first loop of next long petal. Ch. 5, 1 S. C. in 3rd loop of same long petal, Ch. 5, turn back, 1 S. C., Ch. 2, 6 D. C. over 2 chains, Ch. 2, 1 S. C. to close petal, 1 picot mesh, 1 S. C. in first loop of next long petal, 1 picot mesh, 1 S. C. in 3rd loop of same long petal, 1 picot mesh, 1 S. C. in first loop of next long petal, Ch. 5, turn back, 1 S. C., Ch. 2, 6 D. C. over 2 chains, Ch. 2, 1 S. C. to close petal, 1 picot mesh, 1 S. C. in 3rd loop of same long petal, 1 picot mesh, 1 S. C. in first loop of next long petal, 1 picot mesh, 1 S. C. in 3rd loop of same long petal, 1 picot mesh, 1 S. C. in first loop of next long petal, Ch. 5, turn back, 1 S. C., Ch. 2, 6 D. C. over 2 chains, Ch. 2, 1 S. C. to close petal, 1 picot mesh, 1 S. C. in 3rd loop of same long petal, 1 picot mesh, 1 S. C. in first loop of next long petal, 1 picot mesh, 1 S. C. in 3rd loop of same long petal, 1 picot mesh, 1 S. C. in second mesh of first square, Ch. 3, 1 S. C. in second mesh of first square, Ch. 3, 1 S. C. in second mesh of second square. Join all squares in this manner. Weave center in each square.

Yoke—Join 9 rosettes in a square 3 x 3. This square, with one point down in center and one at top, is for center of front. Keeping lower sides straight, join in pairs 6 squares on each side to shoulders. The 3rd square nearest neck opening is the center of shoulder. Work back yoke same as front omitting 1 rosette each side at neck opening at top of shoulder. Join the 2 rosettes at shoulder. Join remaining 12 squares for belt.

Body of Blouse—Ch. 160. Row 1—1 S. C. in 8th Ch. from hook, * Ch. 5, 1 S. C. in 4th Ch. from hook, (1 picot), Ch. 3, skip 3 sts., on foundation chain, 1 S. C. in next Ch. (1 picot mesh). Work 38 picot mesh across row. Ch. 5, turn. Row 2—1 S. C. before picot of first mesh of previous row. Work even (38 picot mesh) for 16 rows. Next row—Divide, where yoke begins. Work 18 picot mesh for 2 rows, decreasing always at center, work 2 rows of 17 mesh, 2 rows of 16 mesh, 2 rows of 15 mesh, 2 rows of 14 mesh, 2 rows of 13 mesh, 2 rows of 12 mesh, 4 rows of 11, 4 rows of 10, 4 rows of 9, 4 rows of 8, 1 row of 7. Next row decrease 1 mesh at underarm (6 mesh). Decrease next row at center (5 mesh). Next row—Decrease at underarm (4 mesh). Work 2 rows even. Now decrease at center only, work 4 rows of 3 mesh, 4 rows of 2, 5 rows of 1, break yarn. Work other side of front to correspond. Work body of back same as front, attach belt to blouse. To fill in spaces at each side of center rosette at neck opening, work 9 rows of picot mesh beginning with 1 mesh at bottom, and ending with 6 mesh at top. Work 3 rows of picot mesh around neck opening. To shape underarm. Starting at underarm with 6 mesh, work 7 rows of picot mesh, increasing 1 mesh at each side, then work 2 rows picot mesh all around armpit.

No. 3015—Knitted and Crocheted Blouse

Front—Lace stripe—Chain 129, turn, 1 D. C. on 3rd st. from end, 1 D. C. in each of the next 5 sts., * Ch. 3, 1 S. C. in 3rd st. on chain, Ch. 3, skip 2 Ch., 6 D. C. in next 6 sts.; repeat from * across. Row 2—Ch. 5, turn, 6 D. C. in 6 D. C. of previous row, * Ch. 2, 1 D. C. in S. C. of row below, Ch. 2, 6 D. C. in 6 D. C. of previous row. Repeat from * across. Row 3—Ch. 5, 1 S. C. in center of 6 D. C., Ch. 3, 3 D. C. in each of the next 2 spaces of previous row, Ch. 3, repeat from *. Row 4—Ch. 5, turn, 1 D. C. in S. C. below, Ch. 2 and work same as row 2. Make 14 rows, then knit stripe of Stockinette St. as follows: With No. 3 needles (on right side) pick up 126 sts. and purl back. Work 14 rows, bind off loosely, then repeat first crocheted stripe working into the bound off sts. of knitted stripe. Repeat the 2 stripes throughout work. On 3rd lace stripe leave 6 sts. at each end for armpit, decrease 1 st. each side every other row 8 times, (this on knit stripe, 98 sts. remaining).
NECK—Work to center of lace stripe, turn, decrease 2 sts. every other row 7 times at neck end (35 sts. remaining). On knit stripe decrease 1 st. every 3rd row 3 times (32 sts. remaining). Work 1 more lace stripe for shoulder. Work back same as front, 4 lace stripes, 4 knit stripes. On last knitted stripe bind off 4 sts. at the beginning of each row 14 times for slanting shoulders. Sew shoulders of back to front.

SLEEVE—Ch. 63, work 5½ patterns on chain. Increase ¾ pattern each end on 6th row. Work 8 rows in all. K. stripe pick up 70 sts. and increase one each side of this stripe. 2nd and 3rd lace stripe crochet—14 rows, increasing ¾ pattern on each side on 6th and 13th row. 2nd K. stripe, pick up 80 sts. 3rd K. stripe, pick up 90 sts. On 4th lace stripe increase only on 6th row. Leave 6 sts. each side for armhole and pick up 84 sts., decrease 1 st. each side every other row on knitted stripe. On lace stripe decrease 1 st. each side every row. On last knitted stripe decrease 2 st. at beginning of each row, bind off remaining sts. Work 6 rows S. C. around neck, skipping 1 st. at center front to form V neck, also skip 1 st. at each side at shoulder to form square neck in back. 5 rows S. C. around bottom of sleeve. Pick up 116 sts. at bottom of blouse and K. 2, P. 2 for 2½", bind off.

No. 3016—K N I T T E D B L O U S E A N D H A T

FRONT—Cast on 110 sts., K. 1 st., P. 1 st., for 4". Next row K. plain, increasing 1 st. every 4th st. (137 sts. on needle.). P. next row, also every even numbered row. Row 1—(start of pattern) K. 66, yarn over, K. 2 sts. together, yarn over, K. 1 st., yarn over, K. 2 sts. together, yarn over, K. remaining 66 sts. Row 2—P. Row 3—K. 64, K. 2 together, yarn over, K. 2 together, yarn over, K. 3, yarn over, K. 2 together, yarn over, K. 2 together, K. 64. Row 4—P. Row 5—K. 65, yarn over, K. 2 together, yarn over, K. 2 together, yarn over, K. 2 together, K. 65. Row 6—P. Row 7—K. 63, K. 2 together, yarn over, K. 2 together, yarn over, K. 2 together, K. 63. Row 8—P. Row 9—K. 64, yarn over, K. 2 together, yarn over, K. 2 together, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 2 together, yarn over, K. 2 together, yarn over, K. 64. Row 10—K. 62, K. 2 together, yarn over, K. 2 together, yarn over, K. 2 together, yarn over, K. 3, yarn over, K. 2 together, yarn over, K. 2 together, yarn over, K. 62. Row 12—P. Row 13—K. 63, yarn over, K. 2 together, yarn over, K. 2 together, yarn over, K. 2 together, K. 1, K. 2 together, yarn over, K. 2 together, yarn over, K. 2 together, K. 63. Row 14—P. Row 15—K. 61, K. 2 together, yarn over, K. 2 together, yarn over, K. 2 together, yarn over, K. 2 together, yarn over, K. 61. Row 16—P. Row 17—K. 62, yarn over, K. 2 together, yarn over, K. 2 together, yarn over, K. 2 together, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 62. Row 18—P. The above rows complete 2 central patterns. Repeat rows 11 to 18 inclusive (1 central pattern which is underlined), 8 works. Work 6 more patterns, making 8 in all (should measure about 6½"). On row ending the 8th pattern, there should be 69 sts. to center, counting the K. 1 st. in center of pattern. Put the 6 sts. to right front on stitch holder or thread. Turn at center, bind off 1 st., and P. across row. Now work left side of front to shoulder. Continue the diagonal striped part of pattern for 2". At the end of the next 2 purled rows, cast on 10 sts., and on the next purled row cast on 5 sts. (25 cast on sts. for sleeve). Continue to work for 5½", which brings you to the shoulders. Now work right side of front to correspond, always remembering to begin the lace pattern of alternate knitted rows with K. 2 together, yarn over, etc., and ending lace pattern on right front on alternate knitted rows with yarn over, K. 2 together.

When second front is finished to shoulder, cast on 41 sts. for neck, join to other front and purl across. Row 1 of back, K. across to striped pattern, then K. the first “yarn over” st., * yarn over, K. 2 together, and repeat from * to the center stitch of the 41 cast on sts. which K. plain, then K. 2 together, yarn over, continue across pattern knitting the last “yarn over” st. which reverses the direction of the stripes on each side. Row 2—P. Row 3—* In the center, to make the center pattern, K. 2 together, yarn over, K. the 3 center sts. together, yarn over, K. 2 together, and continue pattern across row, keeping in mind that the “yarn over” st. at the beginning and end of the lacy pattern are always knitted, so that the Stockinette Sts. (body of blouse) increase with each row. Row 4—P. Row 5—Continue pattern to center 5 sts., yarn over, K. 2 together, K. 1, K. 2 together, continue pattern. Row 6—P. Row 7—Continue pattern, at center, yarn over, K. 3 (center sts.), yarn over, continue pattern. Row 8—P. Repeat from * (6 rows) 3 more times, then work in plain Stockinette St. until the sleeves measure 11" at outer edge, then bind off 5 sts. at each end, then 10 sts. at each end, then 10 more sts. at
each end (25 bound off sts. on each side), then work even for 8", on last K. row decreasing to 110 sts., then K. 1 st., P. 1 st., for 4", bind off. Pick up 96 sts. at sleeve edge and K. 1, P. 1 for 1½", bind off.

**Crocheted Band around neck**—Join yarn at center back, Ch. 3, *skip 1 mesh and D. C. in next mesh, make another D. C. in same mesh, Ch. 3, skip 1 mesh, 1 S. C. in next mesh, Ch. 3, and repeat from * to last mesh in center front, then omit the Ch. 3, and make the 2 D. C. in first mesh on other side of center front. Continue to center back. Row 2—Ch. 3, *1 S. C. between the 2 D. C. of previous row, Ch. 3, 2 D. C. in same mesh as the S. C. of previous row, Ch. 3, and repeat from *, always omitting the Ch. 3 at center front. Repeat these 2 rows, 2 more times (6 rows). 7th—last row—*Ch. 5, skip the 2 D. C. and work 2 D. C. in the same mesh as the S. C. of previous row, repeat from * around row.

Cord and Tassel—Cut 9—3 yard lengths of yarn, twist and double. Attach to neck and make 2 tassels for ends of cord.

**HAT**


BRIM—Ch. 6. Row 1—Work 1 S. C. in 2nd chain from hook. Work 3 more S. C. to end of chain, Ch. 1, turn. Row 2—1 S. C. in each st., 2 S. C. in last st. Row 3—1 S. C. in each of the 5 sts. Increase brim by working 2 S. C. in last st. every other row until the length is 5 1/2". (on 16th row). Row 17—Work even, then on row 18, work 4 S. C., 8 D. C. (widening brim). Row 19—12 S. C. Repeat row 18 about every 6th row until brim measures 22 inches at inside edge, then skip 1 st. at other edge every other row until 4 sts. remain. Sew narrow edge of brim to crown with the two ends meeting at right side. Sew above hemline at left side and turn back as illustrated. Trim with ribbon or buckle.

**No. 3017—DROP STITCH BLOUSE**

FRONT—The open work pattern is made by dropping "yarn over" stitches. With No. 2 1/2 needles cast on 126 sts. K. 2 sts., P. 2 sts. in ribbing for 3 1/2" (ending row with K. 2 on right side, and starting with P. 2 on wrong side). Change to No. 3 1/2 needles and start pattern. Row 1—K. 2, P. 2 together, yarn over, *K. 2, P. 2, repeat from * across row to last 4 sts. on needle, then P. 2 together, yarn over, K. 2. Row 2—P. 6. (purling the yarn over st. of previous row). *K. 2, P. 2, repeat from * across row, purling last 6 sts. Row 3—K. 6, *P. 2, K. 2, repeat from * across row ending with K. 6. Row 4—P. 6, *K. 2, P. 2, repeat from * across row ending with P. 6. Row 5—K. 6, P. 2 together, yarn over, *K. 2, P. 2, repeat from * across row to last 8 sts. on needle, then P. 2 together, yarn over, K. 6. Row 6—P. 10, *K. 2, P. 2, repeat from * across row purling last 10 sts. Row 7—K. 10, *P. 2, K. 2, repeat from * across row, K. last 10 sts. Row 8—same as row 5. Row 9—K. 10, P. 2, together, yarn over, *K. 2, P. 2, repeat from * to last 12 sts., then P. 2, then 12, yarn over, K. 12. Row 10—P. 14, *K. 2, P. 2, repeat from * across row purling last 14 sts. Row 11—K. 14, *P. 2, K. 2, repeat from * across row, K. last 14 sts. Row 12—Same as row 10. Continue to work in this manner, purling the first and last two purled sts., together, yarn over, at each side of ribbing point on every 4th row, and purling 4 sts. more on the following row at each side until point is reached in center. (All sts. are knitted all on right side, and purled on wrong side, stockinette st.) Continue in stockinette st. until front measures 11 1/2" from start. On next knit row, K. 3 sts., drop the 4th st. off the needle (this is the first "yarn over" stitch), K. 3 sts., drop next st. (the second yarn over stitch). K. across row to last 7 sts., drop next st., (yarn over st.), K. 3 sts., drop next st. (yarn over st.), K. last 2 sts. Turn, bind off 6 sts. for right underarm, P. across row, bind off 6 sts. for left underarm. Decrease 1 st. at each side every other row 7 times. (dropping 2 more yarn over sts. at each side as they are reached). Now work even until armhole measures 12" from start. On next 8 rows drop the 43rd, 47th and 51st sts., (the 3 yarn over sts. at center). K. to end of row, turn. P. 48 sts., turn, bind off 7 sts. at center front, then work right shoulder. Bind off 3 sts. on next row at neck end, then bind off 1 st. every other row 3 times at neck end, (dropping 2 more yarn over sts. as they are reached). Now work slanting shoulder by binding off 5 sts. at beginning of each 1 row (from armhole), 5 times, (25 sts.), being careful to drop the proper yarn over sts. at end of row on right side. Work left shoulder to correspond.
BACK—With No. 2½ needles cast on 122 sts., K. 2, P. 2 in ribbing for 3½”. Change to No. 3½ needles and start pattern across row as follows: * K. 2, P. 2 together, yarn over, repeat from * across row ending with P. 2 together, yarn over, K. 2, P. 2 back, (purling the yarn over sts. of previous row). Now work in Stockinette St. for 8” to underarm, then bind off 6 sts. at each side (dropping the 2 yarn over sts. at each side same as at front). Decrease armholes same as front.

Now start neck opening. K. to center of back, turn, work even at both ends until armhole measures same as front, then bind off 5 sts. at beginning of each knit row 5 times for slanting shoulder, dropping yarn over sts. same as at front, then bind off remaining 8 sts. for back of neck. Work other shoulder to correspond.

SLEEVE—Starting at top (neck), with No. 3½ needles cast on 30 sts. K. 2, P. 2 in ribbing for 4½”, then cast on 22 sts. at each side (74 sts. on needle). Continue to work in ribbing casting on 2 sts. at end of each row 14 times, (102 sts. on needle), then cast on 6 sts. at each end for underarm, (114 sts.). Work 2 more rows. On next row, right side, * K. 2, P. 2 separate, yarn over, repeat from * across row ending with P. 2 together, yarn over, K. 2, P. next row, purl the yarn over sts. of previous row. Work in Stockinette St. for 4”. Change to No. 2½ needles. On next row drop all the yarn over sts. across row, then K. 2, P. 2 for 1”. K. 1 row on wrong side for turn of hem, then K. 1 row, P. 1 row for 1”, bind off. Turn hem under and sew. Sew sleeve in place with shoulders of blouse across the 4½” at top of sleeve. Sew underarm seams.

COLLAR—With No. 2½ needles cast on 134 sts. K. 2, P. 2 for 1”. Change to No. 3½ needles and * K. 2, P. 2 together, yarn over, repeat from * across row. Work in stockinette st. for 2”. On next row (right side) insert crochet hook in first 3 sts. and work off as 1 single crochet, * drop the next (yarn over st.), Ch. 6, then work 1 S. C. in next 3 st. as before, repeat from * across row. S. C. around back opening. Sew collar in place and fasten with 4 buttons and loops. Insert narrow elastic in hem of sleeves.

No. 3018—MISSES BLOUSE

Starting at the neck, with Ivory cast on 40 sts., K. 6 rows. Row 1—K. 4, yarn over, K. 1, (this will be known as seam stitch, there are 4 seam sts.), yarn over, K. 4, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 20, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 4, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 4. Row 2—K. 4, P. across row, (purling the yarn over sts.) K. last 4 sts. Work all even numbered rows in this manner. Row 3—K. 4, increase by knitting front and back of next st., yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 6, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 22, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 6, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, increase on next st., K. 4. Row 5—K. 7, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 8, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 24, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 8, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 7. Row 7—K. 4, increase on next st., K. 3, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 10, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 26, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 10, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 3, increase on next st., K. 4. Continue in this way increasing each side of the 4 seam sts. on every K. row, and increasing on the 5th st. from each end also, every 4th row, until there are 364 sts. on needle, working colors as follows: 1½” Ivory, 1” Orange, ½” Ivory, ¼” Navy, ⅛” Ivory, 1” Orange, Ivory until 364 sts. are on needle. Divide sts. on stitch holders or threads having 58 sts. for each front, 78 for each sleeve, including seam sts., and leave 92 sts. on needle for back.

BACK—With Navy increase 1 st. every 7th st. across row (105 sts. on needle), then K. 1 row, P. 1 row for 7”, work 4 rows Ivory, 6 Orange, 4 Ivory, with Navy decrease on next row to 84 sts., K. 1 st., P. 1 st. for 3½”, bind off.

FRONT—Put sts. of both fronts on one needle, having 116 sts. With Navy K. 1 row, P. 1 row for 7”, then work stripes and finish to correspond with back.

SLEEVE—With Navy work 1", decrease 1 st. at each end, every 6th row, 12 times (54 sts. remaining). Work even until sleeve measures 12” on seam, work 4 rows Ivory, 6 Orange, 4 Ivory, with Navy K. 1 st., P. 1 st. for 3½”, bind off. Sew up seams and with Ivory work 1 row of S. C. around neck.

No. 3019—SPORT JACKET

BACK—With No. 3 needles cast on 94 sts., K. 2 sts., P. 2 sts. for 5”. Change to No. 4 needles and K. 1 row, P. 1 row (Stockinette Stitch) for 8”. Next row—* K. 2 sts. together, yarn over, repeat from * across row, then P. 1 row, purling the “yarn over” sts. of previous row. Now work entire yoke of back of sweater in ribbing of K. 1 st., P. 1 st. On first row start to decrease for armhole, bind off 5 sts. each end, then 1 st. each end every other row 8 times (68 sts. remaining), then work even until yoke measures 6½” from start, then bind off 3 sts. at beginning of each row 14 times (21 st. bound off at each side for slanting shoulder), then bind off remaining sts. for back of neck.
RIGHT FRONT—With No. 3 needles cast on 53 sts., P. 1 st., K. 1 st. for 19 sts., then K. 2, P. 2 for 34 sts. Next row—P. 2, K. 2 for 34 sts., then K. 1, P. 1 for 19 sts. Repeat these 2 rows for 5", change to No. 4 needles and continue to work the 19 sts. at front edge in ribbing of P. 1, K. 1 to neck, working the remaining 34 sts. in Stockinette Stitch for 8". Next row—right side, P. 1, K. 1 for 19 sts., then * K. 2 sts. together, yarn over, repeat from * to end of row, then P. back to last 19 sts., purling the “yarn over” sts. Work last 19 sts. in ribbing then work ribbing across all sts. for yoke, binding off 5 sts. at underarm and decreasing 8 times at armhole same as back, when yoke measures 6½" bind off 19 sts. at front edge, then bind off 3 sts. at beginning of each row at shoulder 7 times. Work left front to correspond. Sew shoulder seams.

SLEEVES—With No. 4 needles pick up 18 sts. across top of shoulder then work in Stockinette St. picking up 2 sts. at end of each row until all sts. around armhole are picked up (about 66 sts.). Work 3" even, then decrease 1 st. each side every inch 8 times (50 sts. remaining). When sleeve measures 12" at underarm, * K. 2 sts. together, yarn over, repeat from * across row. Next row—P. purling the yarn over sts., then with No. 3 needles work cuff in ribbing of K. 1 st., P. 1 st. for 5½", bind off. Sew underarm seams. Tie-band at neck.—With No. 3 needles cast on 11 sts., and work in Moss St. (K. 1 st., P. 1 st. on an uneven number of sts.) for 38". Sew to neck of sweater leaving 12" at each side to tie. Crochet loops on right front and sew buttons on left front to correspond.

No. 3020—KIDDIES SUIT

Chart No. 1

No. 1-IVORY
No. 2-NAVY
No. 3-LIPSTICK

Chart No. 2

SWEATER—Front—With lipstick cast on 110 sts., work in Stockinette St. (K. 1 row, P. 1 row) for 5 inches, then follow chart No. 1 on this page to shoulder. In working
design of chart do not carry yarn across back of work, but wind a small ball of color for each patch of color used and twist the two colors at each color change.

Back—With Lipstick cast on 90 sts., work even same length as front to armhole, then bind off 5 sts. each side, then decrease 1 st. each side every other row 5 times. Now work even until back measures 1½ inches shorter than the front then follow chart No. 2 on page 41 for back yoke. Sew shoulder seams.

SLEEVES—With Lipstick pick up 20 sts. across top of shoulder, then pick up 2 sts. at end of each row until all sts. around armhole are picked up (about 70 sts.). Work 1 inch even, then decrease 1 st. each side every inch 15 times (40 sts. remaining), then join Ivory and work 6 rows, Navy work 7 rows, bind off. Sew underarm seams. With Lipstick work 2 rows of S. C. around bottom of sleeves and sweater. With Ivory work 3 rows S. C. around neck.

SKIRT—On circular skirt needle with Lipstick cast on 270 sts., join, being careful not to twist sts. Row 1—*K. 25 sts., P. 2 sts., repeat from * around row (10 gores). Work 2 inches even, then decrease 1 st. in center of each gore. Now repeat from row 1 (having 1 st. less on each gore after each decrease) 3 more times, then decrease 1 st. each gore every inch 6 times, then work even until skirt measures 16 inches, or desired length, bind off. Work heading for elastic around top of skirt as follows: I D. C. in every 3rd st., Ch. 2 between. Work 2 rows S. C. around bottom of skirt.

No. 3021—GIRLS TWO-PIECE SUIT AND HAT

SWEATER—Front—With Cardinal cast on 100 sts., work in ribbing of K. 1 st., P. 1 st., for 3 inches, then work in Stockinette St. (K. 1 row, P. 1 row), increasing 10 sts. equal distances apart on first row (110 sts.). When work measures 7 inches from ribbing, work across 35 sts., put the remaining 75 sts. on st. holder, turn, and continue left side of front to shoulder. When work measures 8 inches from ribbing, bind off 3 sts. for underarm, and then decrease 1 st. every other row at armhole 9 times, then work even until 7 inches from start of front opening, then bind off 5 sts. every K. row at armhole 3 times, then bind off remaining 6 sts. Now work right side of front to correspond. When front opening measures 4 inches, bind off 40 sts. for neck, then finish to correspond with left side of front.

Back—With Cardinal cast on 90 sts., work ribbing for 3 inches, then increase to 100 sts., and work to correspond with front to shoulder, omitting neck opening, binding off remaining sts. at back of neck. Sew shoulder seams.

SLEEVES—With Cardinal cast on 45 sts., work 3 inches in ribbing of K. 1 st., P. 1 st., next row P. 1 st., K. 1 st., increasing 1 st. every other st. on last row. (67 sts. on needle). Now follow chart on this page. Do not carry yarn across back of work when working from chart, but wind a small ball of color for each patch of color used, and twist the two colors at each color change. When design of chart is completed work 4 inches, then bind off 5 sts. at each end for underarm, then decrease 1 st. each end every other row for 30 rows, then bind off remaining sts. Sew sleeves in place. Sew underarm seams. Work 2 rows of S. C. around neck opening, first row with Cardinal, second row work 1 st. each Ivory and Scarlet alternately. Crochet 3 loops on right side of front opening and sew buttons on left side to correspond.

SKIRT—On circular skirt needle with Cardinal cast on 300 sts., join, being careful not to twist stitches. Work 8 inches even, then decrease 20 sts. around row as follows: *
K. 13, K. 2 together, repeat from * around. Work 2 inches even, then decrease, * K. 12, K. 2 together, repeat from * around (260 sts. remaining). Work 2 inches even, decrease, * K. 11, K. 2 together, repeat from * around, then work even for 7 inches. Now decrease, * K. 6, K. 2 together, repeat from * around. Work 2 inches even, decrease, * K. 5, K. 2 together, repeat from * around. Work 2 inches even, or desired length (about 170 sts. remaining), bind off. Work heading for elastic at top of skirt as follows: 1 D. C. in every 3rd st., Ch. 2 between. Work 2 rows S. C. around bottom of skirt.

HAT
With Cardinal Ch. 3, join, work 6 S. C. in ring. Row 1—2 S. C. in each st. Row 2—* 2 S. C. in first st., 1 S. C. in next st., repeat from * around row. Row 3—* 2 S. C. in first st., 1 S. C. in each of the next 2 sts., repeat from * around row. Continue to increase about 6 times in each row to keep work flat (do not have increases come over those of previous row) until work measures 6 inches in diameter, then work even for 1½ inches. Change to Scarlet work 1 inch, Cardinal ⅜ inch, Ivory ⅜ inch, then continue with Ivory working 1 row of S. C. around crown, stepping up gradually so that center trimming is 3 inches from edge of hat, then work gradually down working last st. at edge of crown 3 inches from start, break yarn, then with Cardinal work circle of S. C. around crown 1 inch from Ivory, then with Scarlet work circle 1 inch from Cardinal.

No. 3022—PIN WHEEL AFGHAN

Whole Block or Pin Wheel—With any color Ch. 4, join in a ring. Row 1—Ch. 3, 17 D. C. in ring. Now insert hook in 3rd st. of the Ch. 3 at start, draw yarn through, now change color as follows: For Row 2—draw new color throughout the 2 loops on hook, Ch. 3, 1 D. C. in same st. as start of the Ch. 3 for this row, 1 D. C. in next st., 2 D. C. in next st. Ch.1, * 2 D. C. in next st., 1 D. C. in next st., 2 D. C. in next st., Ch. 1, repeat from * 4 more times around row, join same as last row. Change color and start row 3—Ch. 3, 1 D. C. in same st. at start of Ch. 3, 1 D. C. in each of the next 3 sts., 2 D. C. in next st., Ch. 1, * Skip the Ch. 1 of previous row, 2 D. C. in next st., 1 D. C. in each of the next 3 sts., 2 D. C. in next st., Ch. 1, repeat from * 4 more times around row. Now continue in this manner working 2 more D. C. sts. in each of the 6 sections of pattern on each row and on the 5th and 6th rows Ch. 2 between sections and on the 7th and 8th rows Ch. 3 between sections. On the last 2 rows of each wheel use the shades you wish to predominate in your Afghan, working the 7th row with the lighter of the 2 shades, the 8th row with the darker shade.

Half Block—Ch. 3, join in a ring. Row 1—Ch. 3, work 8 D. C. in ring. Row 2—Change color by drawing new color through last 2 loops of last D. C., Ch. 3, turn, 1 D. C. in last D. C. of previous row, 1 D. C. in next st., 2 D. C. in next st. * Ch. 1, 2 D. C. in next st., 1 D. C. in next st., 2 D. C. in next st., repeat from *. Row 3—Change color as before, turn, and work in same manner as whole blocks having last 2 rows to correspond with colors used on whole blocks. Join blocks with Wood Brown. Make the crocheted fringe all around edge of Afghan as follows: using same color yarn as row 7. Attach yarn, work 1 S. C., draw up loop to 3" length, leave loop on hook, * S. C. in next stitch, draw up loop same length as last loop (hold loops taut with 3rd finger of right hand), leave on hook, repeat from * until you have 5 or 6 loops on hook then drop all loops but last one from hook and continue in same manner around Afghan.

Fringe may be cut if desired. This Afghan consists of 100 Blocks or “Pin Wheels” and 10 Half Blocks. They may be either sewed or crocheted together as illustrated.

No. 3023—RAINBOW AFGHAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Balls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>109—14</td>
<td>Balls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood Brown</td>
<td>159—1</td>
<td>Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown-2</td>
<td>158—1</td>
<td>Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tan</td>
<td>155—1</td>
<td>Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>151—1</td>
<td>Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wild Rose-4</td>
<td>199—1</td>
<td>Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wild Rose-3</td>
<td>198—1</td>
<td>Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wild Rose-2</td>
<td>197—1</td>
<td>Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wild Rose-1</td>
<td>113—1</td>
<td>Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Col. Blue-3</td>
<td>268—1</td>
<td>Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Col. Blue-2</td>
<td>267—1</td>
<td>Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Col. Blue-1</td>
<td>266—1</td>
<td>Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue-3</td>
<td>129—1</td>
<td>Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange-2</td>
<td>125—2</td>
<td>Balls</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Balls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maize</td>
<td>135—2</td>
<td>Balls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber</td>
<td>122—2</td>
<td>Balls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canary</td>
<td>123—2</td>
<td>Balls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornell</td>
<td>139—1</td>
<td>Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardinal</td>
<td>138—1</td>
<td>Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scarlet</td>
<td>137—1</td>
<td>Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flash</td>
<td>206—1</td>
<td>Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green-2</td>
<td>185—1</td>
<td>Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jockey Green</td>
<td>180—1</td>
<td>Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaf Green</td>
<td>179—1</td>
<td>Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple Green</td>
<td>178—1</td>
<td>Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purple-1</td>
<td>191—1</td>
<td>Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violet-3</td>
<td>119—1</td>
<td>Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violet-2</td>
<td>132—1</td>
<td>Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lilac</td>
<td>173—1</td>
<td>Ball</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(If a ribbed effect is desired work through back loop of S. C. stitch only throughout work. If a smooth surface is preferred, work through both loops of the S. C. stitch). With Wood Brown Ch. 340 sts., turn, skip 1 st. Row 1—work * 1 S. C. in each of the next 7 sts. of Ch., 3 S. C. in next st., 1 S. C. in each of the next 7 sts., skip 2 sts., repeat from * to end of row—Ch. 1, turn. Row 2—skip 1st stitch, repeat from first * to end of row skipping next to the last st. on each row to keep edge even. Repeat row 2 for entire Afghan working 2 rows of each color in the rotation as listed above with 3 rows Black between each color group (4 shades—2 rows each). After the 7th (purple) color group repeat the 4th (yellow) group, work 3 rows Black (this is 1/2 of the Afghan). Now reverse color stripes starting with Canary, (16 color stripes).

BORDER—Work 3 rows of S. C. all around Afghan, 1st row Black, 2nd and 3rd rows using all colors alternately, working 14 stitches of a color. On points skip 1 st. every 7 sts. (1 stitch at each point) to prevent fullness. Make crocheted fringe all around edge of Afghan as follows: Attach yarn, work 1 S. C., draw up loop to 3" length, leave loop on hook, * S. C. in next stitch, draw up loop same length as last loop (hold loops taut with 3rd finger of right hand), leave on hook, repeat from * until you have 5 or 6 loops on hook then drop all loops but last one from hook and continue in same manner around Afghan. Fringe may be cut if desired.

**No. 3024—HIT OR MISS AFGHAN**

For 60" x 90" Afghan—start with Ch. 413 stitches working 9 S. C. stitches between points instead of 7 as on the Rainbow Afghan. Finish with picot edge all around Afghan as follows: Attach yarn, 1 S. C. in each of the first 5 stitches, * Ch. 3, 1 S. C. in first Ch., 1 S. C. in each of the next 5 stitches, repeat from * around row.

**No. 3025—FAN PATTERN COLLAR**

Make a chain of 103 sts. (should measure 14"). Row 1—Work 2 D. C. in 4th chain from hook, * Ch. 1, 2 D. C. in same chain, (1 shell), skip 1 chain, 1 D. C. in next chain, skip 1 chain, 2 D. C. in next chain, then repeat from * to end of chain, ending row with 1 D. C. in last chain (25 shells). Row 2—Ch. 3, turn, * 2 D. C. in center of first shell, Ch. 2, 2 D. C. in same space, 1 D. C. in D. C., then repeat from * across row ending with 1 D. C. on last D. C. Row 3—Chain 3, turn, * 3 D. C. in center of first shell, Ch. 2, 3 D. C. in same space, 1 D. C. on next D. C., then repeat from * across row ending with 1 D. C. in last D. C. Rows 4, 5 and 6 same as row 3. Row 7—Ch. 4, * 4 D. C., Ch. 2, 4 D. C., in first shell, Ch. 1, 1 D. C. in D. C. Ch. 1, then repeat from * across row. Rows 8, 9 and 10 same as row 7. Row 11—Work 5 D. C., Ch. 2, 5 D. C. in each shell and Ch. 2, 1 D. C., Ch. 2 on each D. C. Rows 12, 13 and 14 same as row 11. Work 6 rows of S. C. around neck. Fasten at back with 2 loops and buttons.

Cuffs may be made to correspond with 2 extra balls of Boucle, starting with 10 shells across row and increasing same as collar.

**No. 3026—CROCHETED COLLAR WITH JABOT**

1 No. 2 Steel Crochet Hook

May be made from the following Minerva Yarns:

- Minerva Lustre Crepe 2 Balls
- Minerva Snowflake 2 Balls
- Minerva Boucle 2 "
- Minerva Vicuna 3 "

COLLAR—Make a chain 14" long, work 1 S. C. in each st. Ch. 1, turn, * work 1 S. C. in each of the first 6 sts., increase 1 st. in next st. (increase by working 2 sts. in same st.), repeat from * across row. Chain 1, turn, work 2 rows even. Continue to increase on every 3rd row enough to keep work flat (having one more st. between increases on every 3rd row) until collar measures 2½" in width.

JABOT—Small Square—Ch. 6, turn, skip first st., 1 S. C. in each of the first 3 sts., 3 S. C. in next st., 1 S. C. in each of the last 2 sts. Ch. 1, turn, 1 S. C. in each of the first 3 sts., 3 S. C. in next st. (center), 1 S. C. in each of the last 3 sts. Continue in this manner, always having one st. more at each side of the 3 center sts., for 10 rows from start. Work second piece in same manner, starting with Ch. 10, work 15 rows. Work third piece for 19 rows. Sew the three pieces of Jabot together with points overlapping, trim with 6 pearl buttons and sew Jabot to center of collar. Fasten collar at back with one button and loop.
No. 3027—KNITTED LACE COLLAR

1 Pr. M. M. No. 3 Needles, 14”
MINERVA BOUCLE YARN
White No. 1300—2 Balls

Starting at neck, cast on 98 sts., K. 1 row, P. 1 row for 6 rows, then start Lace Pattern. Row 1—K. 2 sts. together, K. 1, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 1, K. 2 sts. together, repeat from * across row ending with K. 1, K. 2 sts. together. Row 2—P. (Purl all even rows). Row 5—Increase as follows: * K. 2 sts. together, K. 2 sts. in next st., (to increase work 1 st. in front loop of stitch leaving stitch on needle and one st. in back loop of same st.), yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 2 sts. in next st., K. 2 sts. together, repeat from * across row. Row 6—P. Row 7—* K. 2 sts. together, K. 2 yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 2. K. 2sts. together, repeat from * across row. Row 9, same as row 7. Row 11—Increase as follows: * K. 2 sts. together, K. 2 sts. in next st., K. 1, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 1, K. 2 sts. in next st., K. 2 sts. together, repeat from * across row. Row 13—* K. 2 sts. together, K. 3, yarn over, K. 1, yarn over, K. 3, K. 2sts. together, repeat from * across row. Work even for 2 rows, then on row 17 increase again as before, (K. 2 sts. in the stitch directly before and after the K. 2sts. together). Continue increasing in this manner every 8th row 3 more times on rows 25, 33, and 41. Directly after last increase, K. next 2 rows, then bind off loosely from wrong side of work. Fasten with one loop and button at neck. Press on wrong side.

No. 3028—CROCHETED LACE COLLAR AND CUFFS

1 No. 8 Steel Crochet Hook
MINERVA SAXONY TWO FOLD
2 Balls

Ch. 12, join in a ring. Row 1—Work 13 S. C. half way around the ring, turn. Row 2—Ch. 5, * skip 1 S. C., 1 D. C. in next S. C., Ch. 3, repeat from * 5 times, turn. Row 3—Into the first 3 spaces work 1 S. C., 5 D. C., 1 S. C., and in the next space work 1 S. C., 3 D. C., Ch. 6 and slip st. back into the center D. C. of last petal, turn, and work 13 S. C. over this 6 chain. Now begin the second flower. Work 6 spaces around the 13 S. C. as in second row, and work into the spaces as in the third row, leaving 2½ spaces unworked. Work 2 more flowers in the same way, but in the last flower, work into each of the 6 spaces, and in the space of the previous flower, which was left half worked, put * 2 D. C., 1 S. C., and in the next 2 spaces put 1 S. C., 5 D. C., 1 S. C., ending with 1 S. C. in large center space at top of flower below, repeat from * in the unworked spaces on each of the next 2 flowers, omitting last S. C. in large center space on last flower. Turn, and work around as follows: Ch. 6, 1 S. C. in the center of the first petal, * Ch. 6, 1 S. C. in the center of the next petal, repeat from * all around the scallops, turn, * Ch. 9, 1 S. C. in the 5th chain from hook (1 picot), Ch. 3, 1 D. C. in first space, repeat from * 5 times; Ch. 9, 1 S. C. into the 5th chain from hook (1 picot), Ch. 3, and 1 D. C. in the same space as last D. C., * Ch. 9, 1 S. C. in 5th Ch., Ch. 3, 1 D. C. in the next space, Ch. 9, 1 S. C. in 5th Ch. Ch. 3, 1 D. C. in same space, repeat from * 6 times. Work down the 2nd side of the scallops same as first, putting only 1 D. C. in each space with the Ch. and picot between. This completes 1 scallop, but do not break yarn. Make 25 chains, slip st. into the 12th Ch. to form a ring, and work 13 S. C. over this ring and work same as first scallop. Repeat until there are 9 scallops. When working the picot edge around 2nd scallop, join the first 6 picots of 2nd scallop to the last 6 picots of first scallop by working 1 S. C. through first picot of first scallop at the 7th Ch. of the Ch. of the 9th of picot mesh. Join all scallops in this manner. Work beading around neck as follows: * Ch. 2, 1 D. C. in each space, repeat from * around row (8 mesh to each scallop), turn, 2 S. C. in each space. Work 4 scallops for cuffs.
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No. 3029—CROCHETED LACE BIB

1 No. 2 Steel Crochet Hook
MINERVA BOUCLE YARN
White No. 1300
3 Balls

Make a chain of 134 sts. (14" long), turn, work 1 S. C. in 6th st. of chain. * Ch. 3, skip 3 sts. of chain, 1 S. C. in next st. repeat from * across row (33 mesh). Row 1—Ch. 5, turn, * 1 S. C. in first space, Ch. 3, 4 D. C. (shell) in next space, Ch. 3, repeat from * across row, (16 shells), ending row with 1 S. C. in last space. Row 2—Ch. 5, turn, * 1 S. C. in next space just before the shell st. of previous row. Ch. 3, 1 S. C. in center of shell, Ch. 3, 1 S. C. in next space, Ch. 3, repeat from * across row ending with Ch. 3, 1 S. C. in last space. Row 3—Ch. 3, turn, 2 D. C. in same space. * Ch. 3, 1 S. C. in the S. C. st. in center of shell, Ch. 3, skip next space then work shell in next space, repeat from * across row ending with 2 D. C. in last space. Row 4—Ch. 5, turn, 1 S. C. in first space, * Ch. 3, 1 S. C. in next space, Ch. 3, 1 S. C. in center of shell, Ch. 3, 1 S. C. in next space repeat from * ending with S. C. in last space, Ch. 3, S. C. through Ch. 3 at start of previous row. Repeat these 4 rows for pattern. Work 2 more rows for collar, break yarn. Now leave off 15 mesh at each side and work across remaining mesh of center front only continuing pattern for 36 rows about 9". Work 3 rows of S. C. all around collar increasing at corners to keep work flat and decreasing around neck to shape.

Fasten at back with one loop and button.

No. 3030—CROCHETED COLLAR AND CUFFS

1 M. M. No. 3 Crochet Hook
MINERVA THISTLEDOWN YARN
White No. 490—3 Balls

COLLAR—Make a chain 14" long, turn, work 1 D. C. in 5th chain from hook, then 1 D. C. in each stich, increasing 1 st. in every 6th st. (work 2 sts, in same stitch), Ch. 3 to turn. On next row—D. C. through front loop of stitch only, (wrong side of work). Increase in every 10th st. Next row—Work through back loop only, increasing in every 12th st. to keep work flat. Continue to work in this manner for 9 rows. Sew six buttons on left side and button through end stich of right side.

CUFFS—Make a chain 6½" long. Work in same manner as collar for 7 rows. Sew buttons to each cuff and fasten in same manner as collar.

No. 3031—ICELAND SCARF

With Ivory chain 65. Row 1—Work 1 D. C. in 3rd Ch. from hook, and 1 D. C. in each Ch. across row. Row 2—Attach Spanish Tile, Ch. 4, * yarn over 3 times, insert hook in first D. C., yarn over, and through 2 loops, yarn over, through 2 loops, yarn over, through 2 loops, yarn over, through 1 loop, yarn over, through 2 loops, yarn over, through 2 loops. Ch. 2, 1 D. C. through 2 center threads below and repeat from * across row. Row 3—Attach Ivory, Ch. 5, work 5 Tr. Crochet in mesh made by Ch. 2 of previous row as follows: On first and fourth Tr. Crochet leave last 2 loops on hook and start next Tr., finish 2 Tr. together by drawing yarn through last 3 loops on hook. Continue across row. Row 4—Same as Row 2, working patterns between shells of previous row. Alternate colors for each row, repeat 3rd and 4th row alternately. When scarf measures 1½ yards, with Spanish Tile work 1 row of D. C. at each end, then 1 row of S. C. at both sides of scarf matching colors at each row working over loose strand.
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No. 3032—ASCOT SCARF

(This scarf may also be used as a Vestee)

1 Pr. M. M. No. 4 Needles
1 No. 1 Steel Crochet Hook

Scale:—5 sts. to 1 inch.

MINERVA
SHETLAND FLOSS
Chocolate No. 551
2 Balls

MINERVA
SNOWFLAKE YARN
Chestnut No. 876
3 Balls

(Wind one strand of Shetland Floss and one strand of Snowflake together in ball before starting work)

With double strand of yarn cast on 1 st. (this is lower point of right side), K. 2 sts. in this st. by knitting 1 st. in front loop of st., leaving sts. on needle and 1 st. in back loop of same st. Turn, P. 2 sts. in 1 st., turn, K. 2 sts. in 1 st., K. 1 st., K. 2 sts. in last st., turn, P. 2 sts. in 1 st., P. 4 sts., turn, K. 2 sts. in 1 st., K. 4 sts., K. 2 sts. in last st., turn, P. 2 sts. in 1 st., P. 7, turn, K. 2 in 1 st., K. 7, K. 2 in last st. Continue to work in this manner, increasing 1 st. in first and last st. on all knitted rows and increasing 1 st. in first st. only on all purled rows until there are 25 sts. on needle. Now continue to increase 1 st. in 1 st. on knitted rows only (right hand side) and work even at other end until there are 39 sts. on needle. On next knit row, work 2 buttonholes as follows: K. 2, bind off 3, K. 3, bind off 3, K. 28, to end of row. On next row P. 28, cast on 3, P. 3, cast on 3, P. 2. Work 2 rows even, then decrease 1 st. every 4th row at right hand side (neck end) 18 times, (21 sts. remaining). Now work even for 8 inches, then work other side of scarf to correspond, increasing 1 st. every 4th row 18 times (39 sts. on needle). Work 4 rows even (omitting buttonholes), then K. 2 sts. together at beginning of every K. row 10 times, (25 sts. on needle). Now continue to decrease 1 st. at right side every other row and decrease 1 st. on every row at other end until all sts. are worked off. With Snowflake work 1 row of S. C. all around Scarf. Sew two buttons (preferably leather) in place. Press on wrong side.

No. 3033—CROCHETED COLLAR

1 No. 2 Steel Crochet Hook

MINERVA BOUCLE YARN
White No. 1300—5 Balls

Work a chain 14" long. Row 1—Work 1 S. C. in each st. Row 2—Increase 1 st. in every 7th st. (Increase by working 2 sts. in same st.) Work 2 rows even. On next row increase 1 st. in every 8th st., work 2 rows even. Continue to work in this manner always having 1 st. more between increases on every 3rd row, until collar measures 7" from start.

TURN-BACK—Work 1 row of S. C. around neck, then increase in same manner as on collar for 7 rows. Fasten with one loop and button.

No. 3034—TRI-COLOR ICELAND COLLAR

1 No. 1 Steel Crochet Hook

MINERVA ICELAND WOOL

White No. 689
Tally-Ho Green No. 687
Nile No. 691
1 Ball 1 Ball 1 Ball

Using 2 strands of White make a chain 14" long. Row 1—Skip first st. on chain, work 1 S. C. in next st., * draw loop on hook up to one half inch length, keep loop on needle, work 1 S. C. in next st., repeat from * until there are 5 or 6 loops on hook, then drop all loops but last one and continue working across row. Break yarn and tie securely.
Join Tally-Ho Green (at beginning of last row), work 1 S. C. in each double loop, increasing every 10th loop by working 1 S. C. in each of 2 single loops, then repeat from row 1, working next S. C. row with Nile. Change colors alternately on every S. C. row always starting row at right side. Increase on every S. C. row having one more st. between increases on each row until collar measures about 7" (12 rows of White, ending with Nile, starting last row at neck and working all around edge, increasing at corners. Work 1 row Tally-Ho Green and finish with one row of Nile. Fasten with one loop and button.

Plate No. 1 for No. 3010

Use MINERVA M. M. Ivory Knitting Needles and Crochet Hooks and BOYE sizes of Steel Knitting Needles and Crochet Hooks for all Minerva Instructions.

JAMES LEES & SONS COMPANY
230 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Bridgeport, Penna.
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